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Abstract
We present novel H(div) and H1 liftings of given piecewise polynomials over a hierarchy of sim-
plicial meshes, based on a global solve on the coarsest mesh and on local solves on patches of mesh
elements around vertices on subsequent mesh levels. This in particular allows to lift a given algebraic
residual. In connection with approaches lifting the total residual, we show how to obtain guaranteed,
fully computable, and constant-free upper and lower a posteriori bounds on the algebraic, total, and
discretization errors; here we consider the model Poisson equation discretized by the conforming finite
element method of arbitrary order and including an arbitrary iterative solver. We next formulate safe
stopping criteria ensuring that the algebraic error does not dominate the total error. We also prove
efficiency, i.e., equivalence of our upper total and algebraic estimates with the total and algebraic er-
rors, respectively, up to a generic constant; this constant is polynomial-degree-independent for the total
error. Numerical experiments illustrate sharp control of all error components and accurate prediction of
their spatial distribution in several test problems, including cases where some classical estimators fail.
The H(div)-liftings at the same time allow to recover mass balance for any problem, any numerical
discretization, and any situation such as inexact solution of (nonlinear) algebraic systems or algorithm
failure, which we believe is of independent interest. We demonstrate this mass balance recovery in a
simulation of immiscible incompressible two-phase flow in porous media.
Key words: finite element method, finite volume method, iterative algebraic solver, discretization error,
algebraic error, a posteriori error estimate, stopping criterion, p-robustness, hierarchical splitting, mass
balance, porous media flow
1 Introduction
Numerical discretizations of partial differential equations typically give rise to large sparse systems of linear
algebraic equations. Their efficient solution is then often achieved by iterative solvers. Many are based
on a hierarchy of nested meshes such as, e.g., multilevel and multigrid methods, see [22, 50] for optimal
convergence results on uniformly refined meshes, [88, 51, 89, 29] for graded meshes, and [47, 90, 48, 64] for
massively-parallel large-scale simulations on modern architectures. In many cases, however, other techniques
like preconditioned Krylov solvers remain a vital and widely used alternative, see, e.g., [57, 65] and the
references therein.
Numerical schemes and algebraic solvers are often treated separately, both in theoretical analysis and in
practical algorithms, but numerous intriguing questions signal that they actually rather need to be treated
together. Two important questions are namely: what is the total error in a given step of the iterative solver
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and how to realize adaptive stopping criteria which balance algebraic and discretization error components?
Pioneering answers were proposed by Brandt [21], Bank and Sherman [12], Bai and Brandt [11], Bank
and Smith [13], Rüde [75, 76, 77], or Oswald [66], or more recently by, e.g., Janssen and Kanschat [52].
Rigorous upper a posteriori error estimates of the total error valid at each step of the geometric multigrid
were designed in the work of Becker et al. [15]. The estimates are then decomposed into parts that are
identified with the algebraic and discretization error components, though not necessarily their upper or
lower bounds. Additionally, adaptive stopping criteria are proposed and numerical experiments show that
numerous iterations may be saved with respect to classical stopping criteria. These estimates involve some
generic constants that are not at disposal in practical computations. Later, the development of a posteriori
error estimates including algebraic error continued, e.g., in Arioli et al. [8, 7], Meidner et al. [61], Jiránek
et al. [53], Ern and Vohraĺık [43], or Papež et al. [69], see also the references therein. Typically, some
limitations still appear: the estimates in [53, 43, 69] apply to an arbitrary iterative solver but additional
iteration steps are required; the estimates in [8, 61, 7] provide a total bound which is not fully computable
and/or the results only apply to one specific solver.
The present contribution develops a unified approach which seems rather flexible. Main results of our
analysis for a model Poisson problem can be summarized as follows:
1. We provide constant-free fully computable upper and lower bounds for all the algebraic, discretization,
and total errors, independent of the choice of the iterative solver and including arbitrary higher-order
(conforming) finite elements. We also prove that our total upper bound is efficient, i.e., equivalent
to the total error up to a generic constant that is, importantly, independent of the approximation
polynomial degree. Moreover, we also prove efficiency of the algebraic upper bound and refer to a
proof of efficiency of the algebraic lower bound.
2. The evaluation of the estimates is based on a global coarse solve and independent local solves associated
with vertex patches, based on a hierarchy of nested meshes. Thus, it is obtained on the current iteration
for a price that is linear in terms of the number of vertices and corresponds to one V-cycle multigrid
step with a block-Jacobi smoother.
3. Safe stopping criteria for iterative solvers are proposed. They ensure that the algebraic system will
neither be over-solved, nor under-solved.
Property 1 states that all total, algebraic, and discretization errors are fully certified (supposing that the
coarse solve is exact and that the computer evaluation of the data oscillation term for total and discretization
errors is possible). We derive the upper bounds on the algebraic and total errors in the spirit of Prager
and Synge [73], relying on the a posteriori methodology of equilibrated flux reconstructions that can be
seen as H(div,Ω)-liftings of the algebraic and total residuals. These have been proposed and studied for
finite elements with an exact algebraic solve in Destuynder and Métivet [38], Luce and Wohlmuth [59],
Braess and Schöberl [19], Nicaise et al. [63], Agouzal et al. [1], Ainsworth [3], Vohraĺık [85], and Ern and
Vohraĺık [43, 44], or Kopteva [55], see also the references therein. Relying on the recent results of Braess
et al. [18] and Ern and Vohraĺık [45], p-robust efficiency is shown which means that the derived total upper
bound will be of the same quality for any order finite elements. Our lower bounds on the algebraic and
total errors are then obtained via H10 (Ω)-liftings of the algebraic and total residuals.
Property 2 improves the approaches of [53, Sec. 7.2] and [43, 69], where an a priori unknown number of
additional steps of the iterative algebraic solver needs to be performed so as to evaluate the estimates. The
construction of the estimates presented here rather involves a coarse solve followed by a sweep through all
the vertices on all levels, where small mixed finite element problems on patches of elements are solved to
obtain the H(div,Ω)-liftings and small conforming finite element problems on patches of elements are solved
to obtain the H10 (Ω)-liftings. Our hierarchical decomposition of the algebraic error shares some ideas with
those of stable splittings [13, 67, 66, 76, 77, 49] for multigrid and multilevel methods. The key differences of
our approach, though, seem to be: a) our estimates give guaranteed and computable bounds; b) no generic
multiplicative constant appears; c) no regularity beyond H1(Ω) of the weak solution is requested; d) the
hierarchy of meshes needs to be neither structured nor uniformly refined; e) any polynomial degree p ≥ 1 is
allowed; f) the derived estimates hold true for any iterative solver. In contrast to the splitting techniques,
however, our approach is typically more expensive. In this direction, we note that any solution of local patch
problems (local matrices assembly and inversion) can be avoided by an explicit variant that we describe
in Section 8.3 below and that we present in detail in the contribution [70].
Finally, the salient consequence of Property 3 is that it typically brings an important economy in terms
of the number of algebraic solver iterations, while being sure that we do not stop too early.
Two important tools that are at the heart of the above results seem of independent interest:
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(a) H(div,Ω)-lifting of a given piecewise polynomial. Given a piecewise p-degree polynomial rh, the
algebraic residual lifting σh,alg of Concept 4.1 is a vector-valued piecewise polynomial belonging to
H(div,Ω) such that its divergence equals to rh, ∇·σh,alg = rh, and such that the norm of σh,alg is
locally minimized.
(b) Mass-conservative total flux reconstruction in H(div,Ω). In Concept 4.2, we construct a total flux
σh,tot that lies in H(div,Ω) and satisfies the target divergence, so that it allows to recover mass
balance in any situation.
Tool (a) is related to the question of so-called finite element potentials, see, e.g., Alonso Rodŕıguez
and Valli [5] and the references therein. Here, we additionally use local minimization to produce liftings
helpful in a posteriori analysis. The applications include a posteriori estimates for challenging systems of
time-dependent, nonlinear, and degenerate PDEs with inexact solvers: tool (a) can be, e.g., immediately
used in the porous media applications in [86, equations (4.7) and (5.8)], [25, equation (A.9)], and [39,
equation (4.14c) and Remark 4.3].
Tool (b) is probably of even more important independent interest: it allows to recover local mass balance
for any problem, any numerical discretization, and any situation such as inexact solution of (nonlinear)
algebraic systems or algorithm failure. It is related to postprocessing techniques designed to recover local
mass conservation, important, e.g., in porous media simulations, see for example the discussion in Dawson et
al. [37] and the references therein.
Local mass balance for numerical methods not locally conservative by construction has been traditionally
achieved by a global (exact) solve as in Chippada et al. [31], Sun and Wheeler [80], or Cockburn et al. [33]
(in the middle reference, an iterative procedure with local solves is also designed). From a posteriori error
analysis, in turn, it has been understood that for a numerical solution with no algebraic error (when the
associated algebraic system is solved exactly, or, more precisely, when orthogonality with respect to the
lowest-order test functions is satisfied), a local solve is sufficient, see [38, 59, 19, 63, 3, 85, 43] and the
references therein, as well as [44] for a unified framework covering all standard numerical methods. Local
mass balance has also been achieved in the past on each step of carefully designed algebraic solvers for locally
conservative methods, in particular in Ewing and Wang [46] for mixed finite elements and a multigrid solver,
in Keilegavlen and Nordbotten [54] for (cell- or vertex-centered) finite volume methods and a multilevel
preconditioner, and in Ali Hassan et al. [4] for mixed finite elements and a domain decomposition solver.
Tool (b) is a generalization of these techniques and allows to achieve local mass balance for any numerical
method (locally conservative or not) for the price of one multigrid step in any situation, namely when the
lowest-order orthogonality is not satisfied because of an inexact solve.
The rest of this contribution is organized as follows. To motivate our developments, we start in Sec. 2
with two examples where some commonly used estimators on the algebraic error lead to significant over-
estimation/underestimation of the algebraic error. In Sec. 3, we introduce the hierarchy of meshes and
piecewise polynomial spaces that we will rely on. The H(div,Ω)- and H10 (Ω)-liftings are then presented
in Secs. 4 and 5, respectively. These developments are presented in an abstract setting. In Secs. 6 and 7,
we restrict our attention to the model Poisson equation discretized by conforming finite elements, where
we first describe the problem and then present our main results, including short (instructive) proofs. We
discuss in Sec. 8 efficient implementation of our reconstructions and estimates, as well as possible reductions
of their computational cost. Numerical performance of the a posteriori estimates for the Poisson equation
is then examined in Sec. 9 for the V- and full geometric multigrid methods as well as for the preconditioned
conjugate gradient method. A concluding discussion is presented in Sec. 10. Appendices A and B present re-
spectively the proofs of efficiencies of our upper algebraic and total estimates. Finally, Appendix C presents
the application of our mass-conservative total flux reconstruction in H(div,Ω) to a challenging two-phase
porous media flow problem with a finite volume fully implict/iterative coupling discretization. Applications
to other problems, namely when deriving guaranteed upper bounds on the total error in presence of inexact
solvers, have already been considered in [34, 35] to steady and unsteady variational inequalities, in [26]
to eigenvalue problems, in [60] to goal-oriented error estimates, and in [87, 2] to degenerate multiphase
(multicompositional) flows.
2 Warning examples: overestimation/underestimation of the al-
gebraic error by commonly used estimators
The purpose of this introductory section is to present two examples in which some commonly used estimators
of the algebraic error fail importantly. In contrast, the rigorously justified upper and lower bounds on the
algebraic error developed in this manuscript behave without flaw.
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2.1 Algebraic error estimator based on the fine grid only for a model problem
In the first example, we consider the Poisson model problem of finding u : Ω→ R such that
−∆u = f in Ω, (2.1a)
u = 0 on ∂Ω. (2.1b)
Let uexh be the finite element discretization of (2.1) with an exact algebraic solver and uh its approxima-
tion. The associated degrees of freedom in the standard nodal Lagrange basis on a simplicial mesh Th
are respectively denoted by Uh and U
ex
h , and the stiffness matrix on mesh Th is named Ah, so that the
algebraic system reads as AhUexh = Fh on Th. We compare the guaranteed lower bound on the algebraic
error ‖∇(uexh − uh)‖ = ‖Uexh −Uh‖Ah based on a lifting of the algebraic residual on the mesh Th only in the
spirit of [10, Sec. 5.1], [74, Sec. 4.1.1], [44, Sec. 3.3], and [69, Sec. 5.4], see Remark 5.2 below, to the lifting of
the algebraic residual on a hierarchy of meshes put forward in this paper in Concept 5.1 and Definition 5.1
below. The latter corresponds to one multigrid V-cycle step with zero pre-smoothing and one block-Jacobi
(additive Schwarz) post-smoothing step, whereas in the former, only the finest level is employed.
We consider d = 2, an L-shape problem (see Sec. 9), and increasing condition number of the stiffness
matrix Ah by either increasing the number of mesh elements in the mesh Th, or by increasing the finite
element polynomial degree. More precisely, an initial triangular mesh with element size h ≈ 0.026 is
considered along with a mesh obtained by two uniform refinements (with mesh size h/4), whereas polynomial
degrees 1 and 3 are employed. We focus on results in function of iterations of the Gauss–Seidel solver,
where the initial approximation U0h is chosen such that the initial algebraic error U
ex
h − U0h is a vector
with random elements uniformly distributed in the interval [−0.5, 0.5]‖Uexh ‖2. After a fast reduction of








is given by (7.5a) for the two considered liftings ρ˜h,alg of Remark 5.2 and ρh,alg of Definition 5.1.While the lower bound based on the finest-mesh only (one level) deteriorates considerably, we observe
a robust behavior of the lower bound obtained with the hierarchically constructed lifting of this paper
(hierarchical).






































Figure 1: L-shape problem with random initial error and the Gauss–Seidel iterative solver. Underestimation




h,alg)/‖∇ρih,alg‖ given by (7.5a) with the
one-level algebraic residual lifting of Remark 5.2 and by the hierarchical algebraic residual lifting of Defini-
tion 5.1. Mesh sizes h and h/4, polynomial degrees p = 1 (left) and p = 3 (right). Optimal underestimation
stays close to one.
2.2 Algebraic error estimator based on comparison of two consecutive iterates
for a porous medium flow
In the second example, we consider the conjugate gradient solver with an incomplete Cholesky preconditioner
for a linear system that arises from a finite element (vertex-centered finite volume) discretization of an
unsteady nonlinear problem; more precisely, we consider the immiscible incompressible two-phase flow in
porous media in an iterative coupling formulation. The problem reads: find the vector Pn,kw such that
Pn,k−1wn Pn,kw = Dn,k−1wn , (2.2)
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where Pn,k−1wn is a symmetric and positive definite matrix arising from diffusion with tensor An,k−1 and
Dn,k−1wn is a right-hand side vector; both Pn,k−1wn and Dn,k−1wn are obtained from [86, Section 6.2], describing
a real-life problem. For reader’s convenience, the setting leading to (2.2) is recalled in Appendix C.3 below,
see (C.7).
We test three algebraic error estimates: 1) the popular estimator based on comparison of two consecutive
iterates Pn,k,i+1w and P
n,k,i








algebraic error proposed in this paper based on Concept 5.1 and Definition 5.1; and 3) the guaranteed
upper bound ηialg = ‖(An,k−1)−
1
2σih,alg‖ on the algebraic error proposed in this paper based on Concept 4.1
and Definition 4.3. The results are reported in Fig. 2. We can see that even though the comparison of
two consecutive iterates may lead to quite tight estimate on the algebraic error at some iterations, it may
importantly underestimate the algebraic error at other iterations. More importantly, its quality is severely
impacted by mesh refinement, compare the effectivity indices in the right plots of Fig. 2. In contrast, the
guaranteed upper and lower bounds presented herein lead to constantly very satisfactory results also for
this challenging test case.
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lower bound (PCG, +1 iter)
Figure 2: Porous medium flow (C.1) leading to (2.2). Conjugate gradient solver with incomplete Cholesky
preconditioning. The algebraic error ‖Pn,kw − Pn,k,iw ‖Pn,k−1wn on iteration i, the estimator (lower bound)







2∇ρih,alg‖ on the algebraic error proposed in this paper, and the guaranteed
upper bound ηialg = ‖(An,k−1)−
1
2σih,alg‖ on the algebraic error proposed in this paper (left). Corresponding
under/overestimation factors (right). Setting of [86, Section 6.2], time step 260 (time 2.6·106s), first iterative
coupling linearization, 45× 45 mesh (top) and 137× 137 mesh (bottom).
3 Setting
We introduce here the setting for our lifting and reconstruction procedures. Let Ω ⊂ Rd, 1 ≤ d ≤ 3, be an
open bounded polytope with a Lipschitz-continuous boundary.
3.1 Continuous-level notation
For a nonempty subset ω ⊂ Ω, we denote by |ω| its Lebesgue measure, by (·, ·)ω the L2(ω) scalar product,
and by ‖·‖ω the L2(ω) norm; when ω = Ω, the index is dropped. Same notation is used on L2(ω) :=
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[L2(ω)]d. We let H1(Ω) be the space of scalar-valued L2(Ω) functions with weak gradients in L2(Ω),
H1(Ω) := {v ∈ L2(Ω); ∇v ∈ L2(Ω)}; H10 (Ω) is its subspace formed by functions vanishing on ∂Ω in the
sense of traces. We also let H(div,Ω) be the space of vector-valued L2(Ω) functions with weak divergences
in L2(Ω), H(div,Ω) := {v ∈ L2(Ω); ∇·v ∈ L2(Ω)}. We remark that we will be using the norms ‖∇(·)‖ and
‖·‖ on respectively H10 (Ω) and H(div,Ω).
3.2 A hierarchy of meshes
Let Th be a simplicial mesh of Ω, matching in the sense that for two distinct elements K of Th, their
intersection is either an empty set or a common vertex, edge, or face. Associated with Th, let there be a
hierarchy of meshes {Tj}0≤j≤J . These are again matching simplicial partitions of the domain Ω, nested
in the sense that Tj is a refinement of Tj−1, 1 ≤ j ≤ J , and satisfying TJ = Th. Below, we will suppose
shape regularity in the sense that there exists a constant κT > 0 such that maxK∈Tj hK/ρK ≤ κT for all
0 ≤ j ≤ J , where hK is the diameter of K and ρK is the diameter of the largest ball contained in K. We will
also request a bound on the refinement strength in the sense that the diameters of all sons of an element
are comparable to the diameter of the father element up to a constant ιT > 0. Highly graded meshes
and mesh hierarchies where only some elements are refined are admitted. Affine quadrilateral/hexahedral
meshes could easily be considered as well.
The set of vertices of Tj , 0 ≤ j ≤ J , is denoted by Vj , and it is decomposed into interior vertices V intj
and boundary vertices Vextj . By ψaj we denote the hat function associated with the vertex a ∈ Vj , i.e., the
function that is piecewise affine with respect to the j-th level mesh Tj , taking the value 1 at the vertex a
and zero at all other j-th level vertices of Vj . The support of ψaj is denoted by ωaj and it corresponds to the
patch of elements of Tj which share the vertex a ∈ Vj . We identify ωah := ωaJ and Vh := VJ , V inth := V intJ ,
Vexth := VextJ .
3.3 Piecewise polynomial spaces
In the presentation, three types of piecewise polynomial spaces will be needed.
First, the space of discontinuous (piecewise) qth-order polynomials associated with the mesh Tj is
Pqj := {vh ∈ L2(Ω), vh|K ∈ Pq(K) ∀K ∈ Tj} 0 ≤ j ≤ J, q ≥ 0. (3.1)
Here Pq(K) stands for polynomials of total degree less than or equal to q on the simplex K.
The space of continuous or trace-continuous, i.e., H10 (Ω)-conforming, piecewise qth-order polynomials
associated with the mesh Tj is denoted by V qj and defined as
V qj := P
q
j ∩H10 (Ω) 0 ≤ j ≤ J, q ≥ 1. (3.2)
Below, we will often consider uh ∈ V pJ for a fixed polynomial degree p ≥ 1 as well as derive various H10 (Ω)-
conforming reconstructions in V pJ ; we will also sometimes treat the more general case uh ∈ PpJ , p ≥ 0.
Finally, we will need vector-valued piecewise polynomials with continuous normal trace, i.e., H(div,Ω)-
conforming, Raviart–Thomas–Nédélec (RTN) mixed finite element spaces given by, see, e.g., Brezzi and
Fortin [24],
V qj := {vj ∈H(div,Ω);vj |K ∈ [Pq(K)]d + Pq(K)x ∀K ∈ Tj} 0 ≤ j ≤ J, q ≥ 0, (3.3)
where various H(div,Ω)-conforming liftings/reconstructions will be performed.
Actually, in the sequel, all the liftings/reconstructions related to the algebraic error will use the entire
hierarchy of the spaces, whereas those related to the discretization error will only use the finest-level spaces.












For a given space X defined over the entire domain Ω, we use X|ω to denote its restriction to the subdomain
ω ⊂ Ω. Finally, we denote the L2(Ω)-orthogonal projection onto Pqj by Πqj and use the notation Πqh := Π
q
J .
The choice of fixed polynomial degree is adopted for the simplicity of presentation; taking into account a
variable polynomial degree is possible and was addressed in [36], see also the references therein.
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a ∈ V intj−1
coarse patch ωaj−1 for a ∈ V intj−1 (full line)
fine mesh Tj of ωaj−1 (dashed line)
degrees of freedom of V pj (ω
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a ∈ V inth
fine patch ωah for a ∈ V inth (dashed line)
fine mesh Th of ωah (dashed line)
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Figure 3: Degrees of freedom of the local Raviart–Thomas–Nédélec spaces V pj (ω
a
j−1) for the residual liftings




h ) for the discretization flux reconstruction σ
a
h,dis (right). Interior
vertex a, polynomial degree p = 1, and discretization flux reconstruction degree p′ = p = 1.
4 H(div,Ω)-lifting of the algebraic residual and a mass-conservative
total flux reconstruction in H(div,Ω)
We first show in this section how for an arbitrary discontinuous piecewise polynomial rh ∈ Pph, p ≥ 0, a
locally minimized vector-valued piecewise polynomial σh,alg ∈ V ph ⊂H(div,Ω) such that ∇·σh,alg = rh can
be constructed for the price proportional to one multigrid V-cycle step with block-Jacobi (additive Schwarz)
smoothing. This involves a global solve and local solves on patches of vertices on each mesh level. The main
lines of this construction are summarized in Concept 4.1, and the details are given in Sec. 4.1. We will term
σh,alg a hierarchical H(div,Ω)-lifting of the algebraic residual rh.
Let f ∈ L2(Ω) be the target divergence, A ∈ [P0h]d×d be a uniformly bounded and positive definite
diffusion tensor of the medium Ω, and let uh ∈ Pph, p ≥ 1, be the (possibly discontinuous) numerical
approximation for which rh is the algebraic residual such that
(f − rh, ψah )ωah − (A∇uh,∇ψ
a
h )ωah = 0 ∀a ∈ V
int
h , (4.1)
where ∇ stands for the elementwise (broken) gradient. Condition (4.1) actually typically determines rh out
of a given f , A, and uh. Then, employing existing flux equilibration techniques, cf. [18, 43], we construct
σh,dis ∈ V p
′
h ⊂H(div,Ω), p′ ∈ {p, p+ 1}, locally close to −A∇uh and such that ∇·σh,dis = Π
p′
h f − rh, for
the price of a local problem for each patch of the finest mesh Th. The main lines are presented in Concept 4.2
and details in Sec. 4.2.
Setting σh,tot := σh,alg +σh,dis, we obtain a total flux reconstruction which is mass conservative in that
σh,tot ∈ V p
′
h ⊂H(div,Ω) and ∇·σh,tot = Π
p′
h f .
4.1 Algebraic residual hierarchical H(div,Ω)-lifting
We detail here the construction of the algebraic residual lifting σh,alg of Concept 4.1.
4.1.1 Coarse residual solve
The first, crucial, step for obtaining σh,alg is to find the coarsest-level Riesz representer ρ0,alg of the algebraic
residual rh given by: find ρ0,alg ∈ V 10 such that
(A∇ρ0,alg,∇v0) = (rh, v0) ∀v0 ∈ V 10 . (4.4)
This is the coarsest-grid residual solve familiar from multigrid methods; it can only be realized with lowest-
order, continuous and piecewise affine polynomials from the space V 10 of the coarsest mesh T0. It is of course
also possible to replace the space V 10 by the (more expensive) V
p
0 if p ≥ 1.
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Input:
algebraic residual rh ∈ Pph, p ≥ 0,
diffusion tensor A ∈ [P0h]d×d.
Output:






1. Solve the coarse problem (4.4).
2. Run through mesh levels j = 1 . . . J :
(a) Run through all coarser vertices a ∈ Vj−1.





j−1), see (4.5) and Fig. 3, left.
(c) Solve the local Neumann mixed finite element
problems (4.7) for j = 1 and (4.11) for j > 1
















j−1) for all j < J : Sec. 8.3 and [70].
 Explicit construction avoiding local patchwise
problems (4.7) or (4.11): Sec. 8.3 and [70].
 Computable bound avoiding physical construc-
tion of σh,alg: (A.1)–(A.2) in Appendix A below.
Concept 4.1: Algebraic residual H(div,Ω)-lifting
Input:
target divergence f ∈ L2(Ω),
approximation uh ∈ Pph, p ≥ 1,
diffusion tensor A ∈ [P0h]d×d,
algebraic residual rh ∈ Pph,
condition (f − rh, ψah )ωah−(A∇uh,∇ψ
a
h )ωah = 0
∀a ∈ V inth .
Output:
σh,tot ∈ V p
′










1. Run through all finest vertices a ∈ Vh.









p′ ∈ {p, p+ 1}, see (4.13) and Fig. 3, right.
3. Solve the local Neumann mixed finite element









σah,dis ∈ V p
′
h ,
yielding ∇·σh,dis = Πp
′
h f − rh.
5. Obtain σh,alg following Concept 4.1.
6. Set
σh,tot := σh,alg + σh,dis. (4.3)
Simplifications:
 Explicit construction avoiding local patchwise
problems (4.14): Sec. 8.3 and [70].
Concept 4.2: Total flux reconstruction in H(div,Ω)
4.1.2 Local spaces
Let a mesh level 1 ≤ j ≤ J be fixed, together with a vertex a ∈ Vj−1, i.e., a vertex from the next coarser
mesh. The key ingredient for our algebraic residual liftings are local spaces associated with the mesh of
level j but defined on the subdomain ωaj−1 of all simplices of level j − 1 sharing the vertex a,
V pj (ω
a
j−1) := {vj ∈ V pj |ωaj−1 ; vj ·nωaj−1 = 0 on ∂ωaj−1},
Ppj (ωaj−1) := {qj ∈ Ppj |ωaj−1 ; (qj , 1)ωaj−1 = 0},
a ∈ V intj−1, (4.5a)
V pj (ω
a
j−1) := {vj ∈ V pj |ωaj−1 ; vj ·nωaj−1 = 0 on ∂ωaj−1 \ ∂Ω},
Ppj (ωaj−1) := P
p
j |ωaj−1 ,
a ∈ Vextj−1, (4.5b)
where nωaj−1 stands for the outward unit normal of the domain ω
a
j−1. The degrees of freedom of the spaces
V pj (ω
a
j−1) for an interior vertex with polynomial degree p = 1 are illustrated in Fig. 3, left.
4.1.3 Two-level algebraic residual H(div,Ω)-lifting
Let J = 1, with coarse mesh T0 and fine mesh Th = T1. In this two-level setting, our algebraic residual
H(div,Ω)-lifting σh,alg ∈ V ph is based on the mixed finite element problems on each coarsest patch ωa0 ,
a ∈ V0. The spaces V p1 (ωa0 ) × Pp1(ωa0 ) associated with fine mesh T1 are used, see (4.5) and Fig. 3, left, for
an illustration. In particular, following (4.5), homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions are prescribed
on ∂ωa0 for interior vertices a ∈ V int0 and on ∂ωa0 \ ∂Ω for boundary vertices a ∈ Vext0 ; on ∂ωa0 ∩ ∂Ω, a
homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition is imposed for a ∈ Vext0 . The actual construction reads:






where the vertex contributions are defined as the solution of: find (σa1,alg, γ
a
1 ) ∈ V p1 (ωa0 )×Pp1(ωa0 ) such that
(A−1σa1,alg,v1)ωa0 − (γ
a





(∇·σa1,alg, q1)ωa0 = (rhψ
a





Problems (4.7) are well-posed, see, e.g., Brezzi and Fortin [24] or [43, 44] and the references therein. In
particular, the Neumann compatibility condition
(rhψ
a
0 −A∇ρ0,alg · ∇ψa0 , 1)ωa0 = 0 (4.8)
for all coarsest interior vertices a ∈ V int0 immediately follows from (4.4). Note also that (4.7) are the
Euler–Lagrange conditions for the constrained minimization problem
σa1,alg := arg min





‖A− 12v1‖ωa0 . (4.9)
Our construction finds the best local contributions σa1,alg which lead to the satisfaction of the following
crucial divergence constraint:
Lemma 4.2 (Properties of σh,alg; J = 1). The algebraic residual lifting of Definition 4.1 satisfies σh,alg ∈
V ph ⊂H(div,Ω) and
∇·σh,alg = rh.
Proof. All contributions σa1,alg extended by zero outside of the patches ω
a
0 belong to V
p
h , so that σh,alg does
so by (4.6) as well. We next use the local divergence constraints (4.7b) in combination with the Neumann
compatibility condition (4.8) which gives ∇·σa1,alg = Πph(rhψa0 − A∇ρ0,alg·∇ψa0 ). Consequently, the fact

















= Πphrh = rh,
which finishes the proof.
4.1.4 Multilevel algebraic residual H(div,Ω)-lifting
We now extend Definition 4.1 to an arbitrary number of mesh levels. To do so, we exploit the hierarchical
mesh structure and use a telescopic sum argument:







where the vertex contributions σaj,alg on level j = 1 are given by (4.7) and on all higher levels 1 < j ≤ J by:
find (σaj,alg, γ
a
j ) ∈ V pj (ωaj−1)× Ppj (ωaj−1) such that
(A−1σaj,alg,vj)ωaj−1 − (γ
a














Problems (4.11) are well-posed for all levels 1 < j ≤ J and all vertices a ∈ Vj−1. The Neumann
compatibility conditions for a ∈ V intj−1, j > 1, follow from ((Id−Πpj−1)(rhψaj−1), 1
)
ωaj−1
= 0. In generalization
of Lemma 4.2, we now have:




Proof. The fact that σh,alg ∈ V ph ⊂ H(div,Ω) is immediate as all the summands σaj,alg in (4.10) (when
extended by zero outside of ωaj−1) belong to V
p
h ⊂ H(div,Ω). As for the divergence, redefine for this
proof, with an abuse of notation, Πp0 := 0. Then, using (4.10), the fact that the hat functions ψ
a
j−1
for vertices a ∈ Vj−1 on level j − 1 form a partition of unity on the entire domain Ω, the fact that
























4.2 Mass-conservative total flux reconstruction in H(div,Ω)
We start by defining a discretization flux reconstruction σh,dis ∈ V p
′
h . We again proceed via solution of local
mixed finite element problems, but this time only on the finest patches ωah around the finest mesh vertices
a ∈ Vh, similarly to [43, Definition 6.9] and [69, Sec. 4.4]. We will in particular employ Raviart–Thomas–






h ) := {vh ∈ V p
′





h ) := {qh ∈ Pp
′
h |ωah ; (qh, 1)ωah = 0},





h ) := {vh ∈ V p
′





h ) := P
p′
h |ωah ,
a ∈ Vexth , (4.13b)
where, recall, p′ ∈ {p, p+ 1} for a given p ≥ 1. We refer to Fig. 3, right, for an allustration.





















h ,∇·vh)ωah = −(ψ
a





(∇·σah,dis, qh)ωah = (fψ
a





The Neumann compatibility condition for (4.14) amounts to
(f − rh, ψah )ωah − (A∇uh,∇ψ
a
h )ωah = 0 ∀a ∈ V
int
h ,
and is our assumption (4.1). Similarly as in Lemmas 4.2 and 4.4, we can characterize the divergence of
σh,dis (cf. [43, Lemma 6.12] and [69, Sec. 4.4]):
Lemma 4.6 (Properties of σh,dis). The discretization flux reconstruction of Definition 4.5 satisfies





h f − rh.
Combining Lemmas 4.4 and 4.6, we obtain our first main result showing how to recover mass balance in
any situation:
Theorem 4.7 (Mass-conservative total flux reconstruction in H(div,Ω)). Let f ∈ L2(Ω), uh ∈ Pph, p ≥ 1,
A ∈ [P0h]d×d, and rh ∈ Pph be arbitrary but such that the compatibility condition (4.1) is satisfied. Let σh,alg
and σh,dis be respectively constructed by Definitions 4.3 and 4.5. Then









a ∈ V intj−1
coarse patch ωaj−1 for a ∈ V intj−1 (full line)
fine mesh Tj of ωaj−1 (dashed line)








a ∈ V inth
fine patch ωah for a ∈ V inth (dashed line)
fine mesh Th of ωah (dashed line)








Figure 4: Degrees of freedom of the local continuous spaces V pj (ω
a
j−1) for the algebraic residual liftings
ρaj,alg, 1 ≤ j ≤ J , (left) and V ph (ωah ) for the total residual liftings ρah,tot (right). Interior vertex a, polynomial
degree p = 1.
5 H10(Ω)-liftings of the algebraic and total residuals
Let f ∈ L2(Ω) be the target divergence, A ∈ [P0h]d×d be a diffusion tensor of the medium Ω, and let uh ∈ Pph,
p ≥ 1, be the (possibly discontinuous) numerical approximation for which rh is the algebraic residual (no
formal link like (4.1) is needed here). We introduce here our hierarchical H10 (Ω)-lifting of the algebraic
residual in Concept 5.1 and Definition 5.1 and our H10 (Ω)-lifting of the total residual in Concept 5.2 and
Definition 5.3.
Input:
algebraic residual rh ∈ Pph, p ≥ 1,
diffusion tensor A ∈ [P0h]d×d.
Output:




1. Solve the coarse problem (4.4).
2. Run through mesh levels j = 1 . . . J :
(a) Run through all coarser vertices a ∈ Vj−1.
(b) Assemble the continuous spaces V pj (ω
a
j−1)
from (5.3), see Fig. 4, left.
(c) Solve the local Dirichlet conforming finite ele-












where wψaj−1(·) is a weighting by the partition of
unity such that wψaj−1(ρ
a
j,alg) ∈ V pj (ω
a
j−1) ⊂ V pj .
Simplifications:





j−1) for all j < J : Sec. 8.3 and [62].
 Explicit construction avoiding local patchwise
problems (5.5): Sec. 8.3.
 Deriving a bound avoiding physical construction
of ρh,alg: possible.
Concept 5.1: Algebraic residual H10 (Ω)-lifting
Input:
target divergence f ∈ L2(Ω),
approximation uh ∈ Pph, p ≥ 1,
diffusion tensor A ∈ [P0h]d×d,
algebraic residual rh ∈ Pph.
Output:




1. Run through all finest vertices a ∈ Vh.
2. Assemble the continuous spaces V ph (ω
a
h )
from (5.7), see Fig. 4, right.
3. Solve the local Neumann conforming finite ele-











 Explicit construction avoiding local patchwise
problems (5.8): Sec. 8.3.
Concept 5.2: Total residual H10 (Ω)-lifting
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5.1 Algebraic residual hierarchical H10 (Ω)-lifting
The algebraic residual lifting ρh,alg of Concept 5.1 corresponds to one step multigrid V-cycle with zero
pre-smoothing and one post-smoothing via block-Jacobi (additive Schwarz) with respect to patches around









j−1) = {vh ∈ H10 (ωaj−1), vh|K ∈ Pp(K) ∀K ∈ Tj ⊂ ωaj−1}, (5.3)
see Fig. 4, left; the spaces V pj (ω
a
j−1) are defined on patches around vertices from Vj−1, with finer meshes
induced by Tj , and with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions imposed.
Definition 5.1 (Algebraic residual H10 (Ω)-lifting). Define
ρh,alg := ρ0,alg +
J∑
j=1
ρj,alg ∈ V ph ⊂ H10 (Ω), (5.4)






∈ V pj , 1 ≤ j ≤ J . Here the vertex contributions
ρaj,alg on patches ω
a
j−1 are defined as the solution of: find ρ
a
j,alg ∈ V pj (ωaj−1) such that
(A∇ρaj,alg,∇vj)ωaj−1 = (rh, vj)ωaj−1 −
j−1∑
i=0
















j−1), wψaj−1(vh)(x) = ψ
a





corresponds to multiplication of the Lagrange degrees of freedom by a discrete partition
of unity induced by the values of the hat functions ψaj−1, the above procedure more precisely corresponds to
applying level-wise the weighted restricted additive Schwarz (RAS) method (see, e.g., [58]) with the domain
Ω decomposed into (overlapping) patches ωaj−1.
The following simplification of the construction of Definition 5.1 relies on the finest mesh TJ = Th only.
The warning example of Sec. 2.1 shows that its quality can be importantly inferior to that of Definition 5.1.





wψaJ−1(ρ˜aJ,alg) ∈ V pJ ⊂ H10 (Ω),
where the vertex contributions ρ˜aJ,alg ∈ V pJ (ωaJ−1) solve
(A∇ρ˜aJ,alg,∇vJ)ωaJ−1 = (rh, vJ)ωaJ−1 ∀vJ ∈ V pJ (ωaJ−1). (5.6)
5.2 Total residual H10 (Ω)-lifting
For bounding the total error from below, we follow some basic ideas in Bramble [20], Babuška and Strou-
boulis [10, Sec. 5.1], Repin [74, Sec. 4.1.1], or Ern and Vohraĺık [44, Sec. 3.3]. In contrast to (5.3), the total
residual liftings will only be defined on spaces associated with the finest mesh Th and finest mesh patches
ωah , a ∈ Vh. The corresponding H1(ωah )-conforming scalar-valued spaces are given by
V ph (ω
a





h ) := {vh ∈ H1(ωah ), vh|K ∈ Pp(K) ∀K ∈ Th ⊂ ωah , vh = 0 on ∂ωah ∩ ∂Ω} a ∈ Vexth , (5.7b)
see Fig. 4, right. The construction reads:






h,tot ∈ V p+1h ⊂ H10 (Ω),
where the vertex contributions ρah,tot ∈ V ph (ωah ) solve









The local problems (5.8) are associated with homogeneous Neumann data on ∂ωah for interior vertices
a ∈ V inth and with homogeneous Dirichlet–Neumann boundary data for boundary vertices a ∈ Vexth . In the
first case, they are well-posed due to the definition (5.7a) of the space V ph (ω
a
h ), where the zero mean value
condition is imposed. Even though ρah,tot are in general nonzero on the patch boundary ω
a
h , the usage of
the hat functions ψah in the definition of ρh,tot results in an H
1
0 (Ω)-conforming lifting of the total residual.
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6 Poisson model problem
In this and the following section, we restrict our attention to the model Poisson problem, its conforming
finite element discretization, and the solution of the arising system of linear equations by an arbitrary
algebraic solver. We in particular specify the notions of the algebraic and total residuals in this context.
With respect to Secs. 4 and 5, we take here A = I for simplicity.
6.1 Poisson model problem
Let Ω ⊂ Rd, 1 ≤ d ≤ 3, be an open bounded polytope with a Lipschitz-continuous boundary and let the
source term f ∈ L2(Ω). We look for a function u : Ω→ R such that
−∆u = f in Ω, (6.1a)
u = 0 on ∂Ω. (6.1b)
In weak form, problem (6.1) reads: find u ∈ H10 (Ω) such that
(∇u,∇v) = (f, v) ∀v ∈ H10 (Ω). (6.2)
For fixed p ≥ 1, the conforming Galerkin finite element approximation of (6.2) consists in finding
uexh ∈ V ph given by (3.2), (3.4) such that
(∇uexh ,∇vh) = (f, vh) ∀vh ∈ V ph . (6.3)
Let ψlh, 1 ≤ l ≤ Nh, form a basis of V ph . Problem (6.3) is then equivalent to solving a system of linear
algebraic equations with a symmetric positive definite matrix: find Uexh ∈ RNh such that
AhUexh = Fh, (6.4)






h . We note that the algebraic




h ∈ V ph does not.
6.2 Algebraic and total residuals






h ∈ V ph . (6.5)
The algebraic residual vector is then
Rh := Fh − AhUh. (6.6)
Following Papež et al. [69], we associate with Rh a discontinuous elementwise polynomial rh of degree p,
vanishing on the boundary of Ω, i.e., rh ∈ Pph, rh|∂Ω = 0. Consider the Lagrange basis of V
p
h and denote by
suppψlh the support of the basis function ψ
l












, rh|∂K∩∂Ω = 0, (6.7)
for all basis functions ψlh of the space V
p














for all 1 ≤ l ≤ Nh, and the algebraic relation (6.6) yields
(rh, vh) = (f, vh)− (∇uh,∇vh) = (∇(uexh − uh),∇vh) ∀vh ∈ V ph , (6.8)
where we have also employed (6.3). We point out that although rh is uniquely defined by (6.7), it is not
the unique element in Pph which satisfies (6.8). It is also possible to define rh ∈ V
p
h directly by (6.8), as
in, e.g., [15]. However, this requires the solution of a globally coupled mass system, see also [69, Sec. 5.1],
which we want to avoid. A level-wise construction is also possible, see Remark 7.12 below. Note that (6.8)
immediately leads to (4.1).
The total residual Rh for uh ∈ V ph is a functional on H10 (Ω). More precisely, Rh ∈ H−1(Ω) is given by
〈Rh, v〉 := (f, v)− (∇uh,∇v) ∀v ∈ H10 (Ω). (6.9)
Note that in contrast to the algebraic residual Rh (respectively its representer rh) that are both fully at our
disposal, we can only access the total residual Rh via its action on test functions v ∈ H10 (Ω) via (6.9).
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6.3 Motivation for the construction of the algebraic hierarchical liftings
In the concrete setting of Secs. 6.1–6.2, we can explain the motivation behind Definitions 4.3 and 5.1 of the




ρ̃j,alg ∈ V ph , (6.10a)
ρ̃0,alg ∈ V 10 , (∇ρ̃0,alg,∇v0) = (rh, v0) ∀v0 ∈ V 10 , (6.10b)
ρ̃j,alg ∈ V pj , (∇ρ̃j,alg,∇vj) = (rh, vj)−
j−1∑
i=0
(∇ρ̃i,alg,∇vj) ∀vj ∈ V pj , ∀1 ≤ j ≤ J. (6.10c)
We take ρ̃0,alg equal to ρ0,alg of the coarse residual solve (4.4), whereas ρ̃j,alg, j ≥ 1, are corrections on
increasing mesh levels recursively built from the coarsest-level. From definition (6.10c) with j = J , (6.10a),
and (6.8), it is obvious that
(∇ρ̃h,alg,∇vh) = (rh, vh) = (f, vh)− (∇uh,∇vh) = (∇(uexh − uh),∇vh) ∀vh ∈ V ph ,
i.e., ρ̃h,alg given by (6.10a) is the Riesz representer of the algebraic residual rh on the finest finite element
space V ph . It actually satisfies ρ̃h,alg = u
ex
h −uh, i.e., ρ̃h,alg coincides with the exact algebraic error. Moreover,
we find by induction, using the definition of ρ̃i,alg and taking in (6.10c) vj = ρ̃i,alg, i < j, the orthogonality
relation
(∇ρ̃j,alg,∇ρ̃i,alg) = 0 0 ≤ i, j ≤ J, j 6= i. (6.11)
Consequently, the algebraic error ‖∇(uexh − uh)‖ admits the following hierarchical decomposition




In our construction (5.5), we restrict (6.10c) to vertex patches in a conforming finite element setting,
whereas (4.11) performs a similar restriction in a mixed finite element setting.
7 Algebraic and total error bounds and their efficiency
This section summarizes our main theoretical results for the Poisson model problem (6.1) and its conforming
finite element discretization. We stress that all the presented results are valid for any uh ∈ V ph , in particular
obtained on any step of any algebraic iterative solver applied to the linear system (6.4). We recall that
u ∈ H10 (Ω) is the weak solution given by (6.2), uexh ∈ V ph its (unavailable) finite element approximation of
order p given by (6.3), and rh ∈ Pph is the corresponding algebraic residual representer given by (6.7).
7.1 Guaranteed upper and lower error bounds
Relying on the H(div,Ω)-liftings/reconstructions of Concepts 4.1 and 4.2 (employed with A = I), upper
bounds on the algebraic and total errors are obtained:
Theorem 7.1 (Guaranteed upper bounds on algebraic and total errors). Let σh,alg and σh,dis be respectively
given by Definitions 4.3 and 4.5, with polynomial degree p′ ∈ {p, p+ 1} for the latter. Then
‖∇(uexh − uh)‖ ≤ ‖σh,alg‖ =: ηalg (algebraic error upper bound),










≤ ‖∇uh + σh,dis‖︸ ︷︷ ︸
η̃dis
+ηalg + ηosc =: η (total error upper bound).
(7.1a)
(7.1b)
Proof. Using that (uexh − uh) ∈ V ph ,
‖∇(uexh − uh)‖ = sup
vh∈V ph , ‖∇vh‖=1
(∇(uexh − uh),∇vh). (7.2)
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Fix vh ∈ V ph with ‖∇vh‖ = 1. The exact finite element solution definition (6.3), the residual equation (6.8),
and the fact that ∇·σh,alg = rh by Lemma 4.4 give
(∇(uexh − uh),∇vh) = (f, vh)− (∇uh,∇vh) = (rh, vh) = (∇·σh,alg, vh) = −(σh,alg,∇vh),
where we have also employed the Green theorem as σh,alg ∈H(div,Ω) and vh ∈ H10 (Ω). Thus the Cauchy–
Schwarz inequality proves (7.1a).
Similarly, as (u− uh) ∈ H10 (Ω), there holds
‖∇(u− uh)‖ = sup
v∈H10 (Ω), ‖∇v‖=1
(∇(u− uh),∇v). (7.3)
Fix v ∈ H10 (Ω) with ‖∇v‖ = 1. Employing (6.2), adding and subtracting (σh,alg + σh,dis,∇v), and using
the Green theorem, we get
(∇(u− uh),∇v) = (f, v)− (∇uh,∇v) = (f −∇·(σh,alg + σh,dis), v)− (σh,alg + σh,dis +∇uh,∇v). (7.4)




‖∇v‖K ∀K ∈ Th,
see [72, 14]. Employing crucially Theorem 4.7 and the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, the first term of right-
hand side of (7.4) can be estimated via
(f −∇·(σh,alg + σh,dis), v) = (f −Πp
′
h f, v) =
∑
K∈Th
(f −Πp′h f, v −Π0hv)K ≤ ηosc‖∇v‖ = ηosc.
Relation (4.3) and the Cauchy–Schwarz and triangle inequalities for the second term then prove (7.1b).
Relying on H10 (Ω)-liftings of Concepts 5.1 and 5.2, we obtain lower bounds on the algebraic and total
errors:
Theorem 7.2 (Guaranteed lower bounds on algebraic and total errors). Let ρh,alg and ρh,tot be respectively
given by Definitions 5.1 and 5.3. Then





(algebraic error lower bound),









=: η (total error lower bound).
(7.5a)
(7.5b)
Proof. To prove the lower bound (7.5a) on the algebraic error, we use the norm characterization (7.2), the
exact finite element solution definition (6.3), the fact that ρh,alg ∈ V ph , and the algebraic residual representer
rh characterization (6.8) to see that







The lower bound (7.5b) follows from the characterization (7.3), (6.2), and the fact that ρh,alg, ρh,tot ∈ H10 (Ω).




















We will finally estimate the discretization error ‖∇(u − uexh )‖, proceeding as in [69, Sec. 6]. We point




‖∇(u− uh)‖2 = ‖∇(u− uexh )‖2 + ‖∇(uexh − uh)‖2, (7.6)
so that we can employ the bounds of Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 to get:
Corollary 7.3 (Guaranteed bounds on the discretization error). Under the assumptions of Theorems 7.1
and 7.2, there holds




=: ηdis (discretization error upper bound),
‖∇(u− uexh )‖ ≥
√
η2 − η2alg =: ηdis (discretization error lower bound),
(7.7a)
(7.7b)
where η ≥ ηalg is needed in (7.7b).
7.2 Efficiency of the algebraic estimates
The following theorem asserts that our algebraic error upper bound ηalg = ‖σh,alg‖ from (7.1a) does not
significantly overestimate the algebraic error ‖∇(uexh − uh)‖:







alg is a generic constant only depending on the shape regularity κT and refinement strength ιT of
the mesh hierarchy {Tj}0≤j≤J , the space dimension d, the polynomial degree p, and the number of mesh
levels J .
We postpone the (technical) proof to Appendix A below.
The efficiency of the algebraic lower estimate (respectively its slightly modified construction when the
weighted restricted additive Schwarz is replaced by damped Schwarz) has been recently proved in [62,
Theorem 5.1]:
Remark 7.5 (Efficiency of the algebraic lower estimate). Let the Definition 5.1 be modified such that















≥ Ceffalg‖∇(uexh − uh)‖,
where Ceffalg is a generic constant depending on the shape regularity κT and refinement strength ιT of the
mesh hierarchy {Tj}0≤j≤J , the space dimension d, and at most quadratically on the number of mesh levels J .
Please remark that an important difference between Theorem 7.4 and Remark 7.5 is that Ceffalg is p-robust,
building on the important result of [79], whereas our current proof shows that C
eff
alg can possibly depend on
the polynomial degree p (though p-robustness is observed in numerical experiments in Sec. 9 below). Also,
the weighted restricted additive Schwarz construction of Definition 5.1 actually behaves better in both the
numerical experiments in Sec. 9 as well as in [62, Sec. 6] than that with damping of Remark 7.5, for which
the p-robust result is available.
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7.3 A safe stopping criterion balancing the algebraic and discretization errors
We believe that a good stopping criterion ensures a balance of the algebraic and discretization errors in the
sense that
‖∇(uexh − uh)‖ ≤ γ‖∇(u− uexh )‖, (7.8)
where γ is a positive user-given real parameter, typically of order 0.1; we remark that (7.8) is equivalent to
the requirement that the algebraic error ‖∇(uexh − uh)‖ is γ/(1 + γ2)
1
2 -times smaller than the total error
‖∇(u−uh)‖, see [69, Section 6.3]. In order to ensure this desirable balance and to avoid both over-resolution
as well as a possible too early stopping of the iterative solver, we propose a safe stopping criterion
ηalg ≤ γ ηdis (global safe stopping criterion) (7.9)
which immediately implies (7.8) via (7.1a) and (7.7b).
7.4 Efficiency and p-robustness of the total upper estimate
Under the stopping criterion (7.9), we can crucially prove the counterpart to (7.1b) of Theorem 7.1, assessing
the maximal theoretical overestimation of the total error ‖∇(u− uh)‖ by the total estimator η:
Theorem 7.6 (Global efficiency of the total upper estimate). Let σh,alg and σh,dis be respectively given
by Definitions 4.3 and 4.5, with polynomial degree p′ = p + 1 for the latter. Let (7.9) hold, without any
requirement on the parameter γ. Let finally f be a piecewise polynomial, f ∈ Pph. Then





tot = (1 + γ)C and where C = 2(d+ 1)CstCcont,PF, see (B.2) and (B.3) below, is a generic constant
only depending on the shape regularity κT of the mesh Th and the space dimension d.
Please remark that here again, as in Remark 7.5, C
eff
tot is independent of the polynomial degree p. The
proof builds on the seminal contribution of Braess et al. [18, Theorem 7] in two space dimensions, its
extension [45, Corollaries 3.3 and 3.6] to three space dimensions, and the treatment of the algebraic term
as in [43, 69]. It is technical and we postpone it to Appendix B below.
7.5 Safe local stopping criteria and p-robust local efficiency of the upper total
estimate
The stopping criterion (7.9) is global (encompasses the whole domain Ω) and consequently local effects
might be missed. To remedy, we can ask that locally, patch by patch around the nodes of the finest mesh
Th, the local algebraic estimators are small enough. Denote ηalg,ωah := ‖σh,alg‖ωah , a ∈ Vh, and let γK > 0,








∀a ∈ Vh (local safe stopping criterion). (7.11)
These local criteria in particular allow to prove the local efficiency result, where we express η∗ as the sum






Theorem 7.7 (Local efficiency of the total upper estimate). Let σh,alg and σh,dis be respectively given
by Definitions 4.3 and 4.5, with polynomial degree p′ = p + 1 for the latter. Let (7.11) hold, without any
requirements on the parameters γK . Let finally f be a piecewise polynomial, f ∈ Pph. Then





‖∇(u− uh)‖ωah ∀K ∈ Th, (7.12)
where C
eff
tot,K = (1 + γK)C and where C = 2CstCcont,PF is a generic constant only depending on the shape
regularity κT of the mesh Th and the space dimension d.
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7.6 Remarks
Several remarks and comments on the results of Sections 7.1–7.5 are in order.
Remark 7.8 (Lower bound on the total error). As shown in [69, Remark 2], for the total lower estimate










where Ccont,PF is the constant from inequality (B.2) below. This lower bound on the total error has an
`2 structure with respect to the patches around mesh vertices (can be written as a square root of a sum of
squares), but is less precise than η.
Remark 7.9 (Stopping criteria ensuring efficiency of the total estimate but not surely balancing the
algebraic and discretization error components). In some references like [61, 16, 53, 7, 43, 69], an upper
bound on the total error distinguishing the algebraic and discretization error indicators in the spirit of (7.1b)
has been obtained. Then, the stopping criteria
ηalg ≤ γ(η̃dis + ηosc) (global stopping criterion), (7.13a)
ηalg,ωah ≤ minK⊂ωah
γK(η̃dis,K + ηosc,K) ∀a ∈ Vh (local stopping criterion), (7.13b)
for some real parameters γ > 0 and γK > 0, K ∈ Th, typically of order 0.1, suggest themselves. Note that,
though criteria (7.13) typically perform well in practice, they, in contrast to criteria (7.9) or (7.11), do not
necessarily ensure the desired balance (7.8). In particular, η̃dis is numerically observed but not proven to
provide a bound on the discretization error. This, on the other hand, does not preclude the efficiency of the









∀K ∈ Th, (7.14b)
then (7.12) holds true; we refer to Appendix B for the proofs of these two claims. In words, with (7.13) we
know how big the total error is, and possibly where is it localized, but we are not sure to know whether the
algebraic and discretization errors are already in a good balance (the algebraic error may still dominate).
Remark 7.10 (σh,dis of polynomial degree p′ = p). Let the flux reconstruction σh,dis of Definition 4.5 be
constructed in the space V p
′
h with the lower polynomial degree p
′ = p and let, for simplicity, f ∈ Pp−1h .
Then efficiencies (7.10) and (7.12) still hold with constants C
eff
tot = (d + 1)CstCcont,PF + γC and C
eff
tot,K =
CstCcont,PF + γKC respectively, but the constant C can now theoretically depend on the polynomial degree
p, see Appendix B for a proof. The numerical experiments in Sec. 9 are realized with this choice p′ = p, and
no loss of p-robustness is observed in practice.
Remark 7.11 (H(div,Ω)-liftings with minimal algebraic error resolution). In [43, Definition 6.9] a different
definition for σah,dis is used, where rhψ
a
h in (4.14b) is replaced by the constant (rhψ
a
h , 1)ωah/|ωah | and similarly
in (4.7b) and (4.11b). Such construction is cheaper and still leads to ∇·(σh,alg + σh,dis) = Πp
′
h f , as in
Theorem 4.7, so that the total upper bound (7.1b) of Theorem 7.1 still holds true. However, in such a case,
∇·σh,alg 6= rh, and, consequently, there is no algebraic error control in the sense of (7.1a) of Theorem 7.1.
Moreover, safe stopping criteria (7.9) or (7.11) cannot be designed. On the other hand, under the stopping
criteria (7.13), the global and local efficiencies of the total upper estimate of Theorems 7.6 and 7.7 hold with
no need for conditions (7.14), and the choice p′ = p is sufficient.
Remark 7.12 (Level-wise representation and lifting of the algebraic residual). The representation rh ∈ Pph
of the algebraic residual in (6.7) is specified on the finest mesh Th only. In Definition 4.3, we then employ
Πp1(rhψ
a
0 ) (minus Π
p
1(A∇ρ0,alg·∇ψa0 )) for j = 1 and Πpj (Id − Πpj−1)(rhψaj−1) = (Πpj − Πpj−1)(rhψaj−1) for












In the context of the finite element method (6.3), alternatively, we may repeat (6.7) on each mesh level











, rj |∂K∩∂Ω = 0, (7.15)










(Πpj ((rj − rj−1)ψaj−1)) =
J∑
j=1
(rj − rj−1) = rJ − r0 = rh.
With such a construction, the constants C in (A.9) and (A.10) on steps 4 and 5 of the proof of Theorem 7.4
below get independent of J , and consequently, the constant C
eff
alg in Theorem 7.4 depends at most linearly on
the number of mesh levels J .
8 Implementation, evaluation cost, and cheap equivalent versions
In this section, we briefly comment on the cost of evaluating the developed error estimators and discuss how
it can be reduced in comparison to a straightforward implementation of the presented definitions.
8.1 The coarsest level problem
The solution ρ0,alg of (4.4) requests to solve a linear system with the number of unknowns given by the
number of interior vertices of the mesh T0, which can be considered as negligible. Obtaining the actual
piecewise polynomial ρ0,alg as a function on the finest mesh Th, however, brings the algorithmic price to
the order of one geometric multigrid cycle without any smoothing. Note that the coarsest level solve (4.4)
is not necessary at all when the iterative solver itself is a geometric multigrid without any post-smoothing:
then ρ0,alg = 0 since any iterate uh satisfies
(f, v0)− (∇uh,∇v0) = (rh, v0) = 0 ∀v0 ∈ V 10 . (8.1)
8.2 Efficient implementation of the proposed estimators









h, the algebraic error estimator ηalg = ‖σh,alg‖ from Theorem 7.1
takes the form
‖σh,alg‖2 = SthMhSh, (8.2)
where the global mixed finite element matrix Mh is given by (Mh)lm := (ψmh ,ψlh). For the coefficients Sh,







with an appropriate prolongation matrix PJj . These two operations are of optimal complexity, though the
passages over different mesh levels via the prolongation matrix PJj again bring the algorithmic price to the
order of one geometric multigrid cycle without any smoothing.
The main question is the cost of obtaining the local coefficients Saj . The key advantage of the prob-
lems (4.7), (4.11) which define Saj is that they are local to the patch ω
a
j−1 and independent one from each
other, enabling a perfectly scalable parallelization. Unfortunately, in a direct implementation of (4.7), (4.11),
cf. [69, Appendix B], the size of the local matrices is not very small (for lowest-order finite elements p = 1
in two space dimensions for example, cf. Fig. 3, left, there are 179 degrees of freedom overall). Though the
operations for solving small dense systems are generally cheap on modern computers, it is wise to consider
more efficient implementations. In particular, the costs can be reduced importantly by noticing that:
 Using an equivalent implementation of (4.7), (4.11) via hybridization (see, e.g., [24, Sec. V.2]) reduces
the size of the local matrices; in the above example, there are 84 unknowns in place of 179. On the
other hand, the degrees of freedom Sh of the algebraic residual H(div,Ω)-lifting σh,alg still need to
be obtained to develop (8.2).
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MG algebraic eff. index total eff. index discretization eff. index
p (Nh) iter error UB LB error UB LB error UB LB
1 (3.5×104) 1 1.2 1.11 1.03−1 1.3 1.46 1.05−1 2.4×10−1 5.85 —
2 8.0×10−2 1.13 1.04−1 2.5×10−1 1.35 1.05−1 1.39 1.08−1
3 5.1×10−3 1.15 1.06−1 2.4×10−1 1.06 1.03−1 1.06 1.03−1
2 (1.4×105) 1 1.2 1.10 1.00−1 1.2 1.48 1.00−1 2.9×10−3 4.50×102 —
2 1.1×10−1 1.18 1.00−1 1.1×10−1 1.77 1.01−1 5.29×101 —
3 2.8×10−3 1.18 1.01−1 4.1×10−3 1.66 1.19−1 2.10 4.28−1
4 9.6×10−5 1.20 1.02−1 2.9×10−3 1.05 1.03−1 1.05 1.03−1
3 (3.2×105) 1 5.9×10−1 1.09 1.00−1 5.9×10−1 1.33 1.00−1 2.2×10−5 2.36×104 —
3 2.2×10−3 1.19 1.00−1 2.2×10−3 1.75 1.00−1 1.42×102 —
5 1.0×10−5 1.19 1.01−1 2.4×10−5 1.44 1.37−1 1.52 1.70−1
6 1.4×10−6 1.18 1.01−1 2.2×10−5 1.08 1.12−1 1.08 1.12−1
4 (5.6×105) 1 4.5×10−1 1.08 1.00−1 4.5×10−1 1.39 1.00−1 1.5×10−7 2.90×106 —
4 1.2×10−4 1.13 1.00−1 1.2×10−4 1.58 1.00−1 9.64×102 —
7 6.4×10−7 1.11 1.01−1 6.5×10−7 1.53 1.03−1 5.21 —
10 8.3×10−9 1.12 1.01−1 1.5×10−7 1.06 1.16−1 1.06 1.16−1
Table 1: Sinus problem, multigrid V-cycles: effectivity of the upper (UB) and lower (LB) error bounds
algebraic eff. index total eff. index discretization eff. index
p (Nh) error UB LB error UB LB error UB LB
1 (3.5×104) 8.7×10−4 1.03 1.01−1 2.4×10−1 1.04 1.03−1 2.4×10−1 1.04 1.03−1
2 (1.4×105) 1.9×10−5 1.10 1.01−1 2.9×10−3 1.02 1.02−1 2.9×10−3 1.02 1.02−1
3 (3.2×105) 2.6×10−6 1.08 1.00−1 2.2×10−5 1.12 1.13−1 2.2×10−5 1.12 1.14−1
4 (5.6×105) 5.1×10−8 1.03 1.00−1 1.6×10−7 1.29 1.38−1 1.5×10−7 1.32 1.47−1
Table 2: Sinus problem, one full multigrid cycle: effectivity of the upper (UB) and lower (LB) error bounds
 The local matrices can be assembled and factorized only once in a preparatory step before the iterative
solver applied to (6.4) is started. In each iteration, the estimators are then evaluated by forward-
backward substitution. This, however, increases importantly the memory requirements.
 On a structured mesh, the local matrices associated with (4.7), (4.11) are the same for all interior
vertices. Also, on locally refined unstructured meshes as in [48] or in those created by newest-vertex
bisection, only a handful of different patch geometries and associated matrices exists, especially in two
space dimensions. One then, however, additionally needs to keep track of the different cases.
 Lowest-degree spaces V 0j (ω
a




j−1) for all levels except of J . There is
no impact on the presented theory and no noticeable impact on numerical experiments, see [70] for
details. On the other hand, the cost on the level J is dominating.
The cost of obtaining σh,dis is, in turn, smaller since:
 Only the finest mesh Th = TJ and its vertices from the set Vh = VJ are employed, there is no run
through all mesh levels.
 The sizes of the local matrices are much smaller (42 and 24 instead of the above 179 and 84, respectively,








h ) of (4.13) associated with local problems (4.14)
are defined on the smaller patches of finest mesh elements only, cf. Fig. 3, right.
Even with the above considerations, the costs may still be important. Thus, avoiding the solutions of
the local patchwise problems following [70] that we describe further is appealing.
8.3 Equivalent explicit version without local patchwise problems
Following [38], [59], [85, Sec. 4.3.3], the proof of [18, Theorem 7], [42], or [45, Sec. 6], there are ways to
replace the minimizations (4.9), (4.11), and (4.14) by a simplification obtained by a run through the patch
of the elements sharing the given vertex, avoiding the solutions of the local (high-order) mixed patchwise
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PCG algebraic eff. index total eff. index discretization eff. index
p (Nh) iter error UB LB error UB LB error UB LB
1 (3.5×104) 3 6.4×10−2 1.01 1.00−1 2.5×10−1 1.26 1.06−1 2.4×10−1 1.28 1.07−1
6 1.3×10−2 1.01 1.00−1 2.4×10−1 1.09 1.03−1 1.09 1.03−1
2 (1.4×105) 5 5.2×10−2 1.01 1.00−1 5.2×10−2 1.09 1.00−1 2.9×10−3 7.88 —
10 5.6×10−3 1.00 1.00−1 6.3×10−3 1.36 1.13−1 2.23 —
15 1.2×10−4 1.01 1.00−1 2.9×10−3 1.05 1.02−1 1.05 1.02−1
3 (3.2×105) 11 4.2×10−2 1.00 1.00−1 4.2×10−2 1.05 1.00−1 2.2×10−5 6.11×102 —
22 6.3×10−3 1.00 1.00−1 6.3×10−3 1.05 1.00−1 9.46×101 —
33 6.7×10−5 1.01 1.00−1 7.0×10−5 1.29 1.05−1 2.76 —
44 8.0×10−7 1.00 1.00−1 2.2×10−5 1.04 1.10−1 1.04 1.10−1
4 (5.6×105) 15 2.6×10−2 1.00 1.00−1 2.6×10−2 1.05 1.00−1 1.5×10−7 5.52×104 —
30 7.0×10−4 1.01 1.00−1 7.0×10−4 1.08 1.00−1 1.88×103 —
45 9.1×10−7 1.00 1.00−1 9.3×10−7 1.16 1.01−1 3.80 —
60 2.5×10−9 1.01 1.00−1 1.5×10−7 1.02 1.15−1 1.02 1.15−1
Table 3: Sinus problem, PCG iterations: effectivity of the upper (UB) and lower (LB) error bounds
problems, while still maintaining all the results of Sec. 7, in particular the guaranteed constant-free bounds,
efficiency, and p-robustness. We present these modifications in detail in [70]; an almost indistinguishable
accuracy of the bounds is observed, with an importantly reduced cost. Similar ideas apply to the linear
systems (5.5) and (5.8) following [45, Sec. 5], avoiding the solutions of the local high-order primal patchwise
problems, with in particular Theorem 7.2 still holding true.
9 Numerical results
We illustrate in this section the performance of our a posteriori error estimates and of the corresponding
adaptive stopping criteria from Secs. 6 and 7. We consider the model problem (6.1) with three different
choices of the domain Ω ⊂ R2 and of the exact solution u:
Ω := (−1, 1)2, u(x, y) := sin(2πx) sin(2πy) sinus,
Ω := (0, 1)2, u(x, y) := x(x− 1)y(y − 1) exp
(
−100((x− 12 )2−(y − 1171000 )2)
)
peak,
Ω := (−1, 1)2 \ [0, 1]× [−1, 0], u(r, θ) := r2/3 sin(2θ/3) L-shape.
In the last case, we impose an inhomogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition corresponding to the prescribed
exact solution. The additional boundary approximation error is neglected since it is of higher order with
respect to the H1/2(∂Ω)-norm compared to the H1(Ω)-seminorm on the domain.
We consider the finite element method (6.3) with the polynomial degrees p = 1, . . . , 4. For each test prob-
lem, we start from an initial Delaunay triangulation of the domain Ω and consider four uniform refinement
steps, so that J = 4. In each step, each triangle is decomposed into four congruent subtriangles. The arising
algebraic systems (6.4) are solved iteratively by three different solvers: 1) a geometric multigrid method
(MG) with V(5,0)-cycles, employing 5 Gauss–Seidel pre-smoothing iterations and no post-smoothing; 2) a
full multigrid (FMG) method using a single V(3,3)-cycle on each level, with 3 Gauss–Seidel pre- and post-
smoothing iterations; 3) a preconditioned conjugate gradient method (PCG) with an incomplete Cholesky
preconditioner with the relative drop-off tolerance 10−4 (see, e.g., [78, Sec. 10.4]). The multigrid transfer
operators are the canonical ones, exploiting the nestedness of the finite element spaces associated with the
different mesh levels.
For this work, we use the standard Lagrange bases and mesh-based nestedness only, we do not employ
the p-multigrid techniques of, e.g., Pasquetti and Rapetti [71] or Sundar et al. [81], or hierarchical bases,
see, e.g., Vassilevski [82] and the references therein. Our starting iterate is the zero vector, and we use the
stopping criterion (7.13a) with the parameter γ = 0.1, except for the FMG method with V(3,3)-cycle, for
which one single iteration is performed. For the multigrid iteration using V(5,0)-cycles, all our iterates satisfy
(up to possible round-off errors in the direct solver on the coarsest level) the coarsest-level orthogonality
property (8.1) so that the coarsest level solve (4.4) is not required. This is not the case for the FMG method
and the PCG solver. Here, after each iteration, we solve the coarsest-level defect problem (4.4) to construct
the Riesz representer ρ0,alg ∈ V p0 . The algebraic residual H(div,Ω)-lifting σh,alg and the discretization flux
reconstruction σh,dis are constructed by Definitions 4.3 and 4.5, respectively, with p′ = p, and the algebraic
and total residual liftings ρh,alg and ρh,tot are obtained by Definitions 5.1 and 5.3, respectively.
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MG algebraic eff. index total eff. index discretization eff. index
p (Nh) iter error UB LB error UB LB error UB LB
1 (9.3×103) 1 6.1×10−3 1.13 1.02−1 6.9×10−3 1.61 1.16−1 3.3×10−3 2.84 —
2 1.9×10−4 1.13 1.03−1 3.3×10−3 1.10 1.03−1 1.10 1.03−1
2 (3.8×104) 1 7.5×10−3 1.13 1.00−1 7.5×10−3 1.61 1.00−1 1.1×10−4 8.53×101 —
2 4.5×10−4 1.17 1.01−1 4.6×10−4 1.76 1.04−1 6.13 —
3 8.1×10−6 1.17 1.01−1 1.1×10−4 1.10 1.03−1 1.10 1.03−1
3 (8.5×104) 1 4.9×10−3 1.10 1.00−1 4.9×10−3 1.40 1.00−1 2.9×10−6 1.68×103 —
3 1.3×10−5 1.18 1.00−1 1.3×10−5 1.75 1.03−1 6.66 —
5 7.8×10−9 1.17 1.00−1 2.9×10−6 1.01 1.11−1 1.01 1.11−1
4 (1.5×105) 1 4.4×10−3 1.09 1.00−1 4.4×10−3 1.44 1.00−1 6.3×10−8 7.28×104 —
3 1.8×10−5 1.15 1.00−1 1.8×10−5 1.67 1.00−1 3.72×102 —
5 2.4×10−8 1.11 1.00−1 6.8×10−8 1.34 1.35−1 1.38 1.49−1
6 1.1×10−9 1.11 1.00−1 6.3×10−8 1.02 1.15−1 1.02 1.15−1
Table 4: Peak problem, multigrid V-cycles: effectivity of the upper (UB) and lower (LB) error bounds
algebraic eff. index total eff. index discretization eff. index
p (Nh) error UB LB error UB LB error UB LB
1 (9.3×103) 1.8×10−5 1.02 1.00−1 3.3×10−3 1.04 1.03−1 3.3×10−3 1.04 1.03−1
2 (3.8×104) 1.9×10−7 1.07 1.00−1 1.1×10−4 1.01 1.01−1 1.1×10−4 1.01 1.01−1
3 (8.5×104) 2.2×10−7 1.08 1.00−1 2.9×10−6 1.08 1.12−1 2.9×10−6 1.08 1.13−1
4 (1.5×105) 9.1×10−9 1.05 1.00−1 6.4×10−8 1.14 1.25−1 6.3×10−8 1.15 1.26−1
Table 5: Peak problem, one full multigrid cycle: effectivity of the upper (UB) and lower (LB) error bounds
Tables 1–8 show the values of the total, algebraic, and discretization errors and the effectivity indices of
the upper and lower bounds of the estimators η, ηalg, ηdis, η, ηalg, and ηdis of Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 and of
Corollary 7.3, at specified iterations of the multigrid and conjugate gradient solvers. The effectivity indices





As for estimating the discretization error, the lower bound η
dis
is not computable in the iterations where the
algebraic error is the dominating component of the total one; here the condition ηalg ≤ η of Corollary 7.3
is not satisfied. Actually, while the algebraic error is the dominating factor, the upper bound ηdis may not
provide a relevant information about the discretization error. Deriving a bound on the discretization error
that provides an accurate estimate also for approximations with dominating algebraic error is, to the best
of our knowledge, an unresolved issue. However, when the stopping criterion (7.13a) is satisfied, all our
upper and lower bounds on all the algebraic, total, and discretization errors are very precise, with effectivity
indices always below 1.7. Note finally that in the full multigrid case, the algebraic error is typically reduced
to the discretization error within one step. In addition to the presented results, we also tested the accuracy
of the approximate discretization error estimator η̃dis, see (7.1b). In our experiments it actually bounds the
discretization error from above and is always smaller than the guaranteed discretization error upper bound
ηdis given in Corollary 7.3, although we have no theoretical proof for this.
In Fig. 5, we plot the discretization and algebraic errors as well as their guaranteed upper and lower
bounds, together with the (non-guaranteed) estimator η̃dis = ‖∇uh+σh,dis‖, for the multigrid V-cycles/con-
jugate gradient solvers applied to the L-shape problem as in Tables 7 and 9. We highlight there by an
arrow the iterations where respectively the safe stopping criterion (7.9) and the alternative stopping cri-
terion (7.13a) stop the iterations. In these examples, there is no important difference, but the rather
important over-estimation of the discretization error by η̃dis in the first iterations throws a shadow of a
doubt on (7.13a). For completeness, the total errors together with their guaranteed upper and lower bounds
are plotted in Fig. 6.
The upper bounds (7.1b) and (7.1a) allow estimating the local distribution of the algebraic and total
errors. In the numerical experiments, we observe that ηK := η̃dis,K + ηalg,K + ηosc,K and ηalg,K show
an excellent agreement for the local error distribution of the total and algebraic errors, respectively, see
Figures 7–12. Note that the local distribution of the algebraic and discretization errors can be very different
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PCG algebraic eff. index total eff. index discretization eff. index
p (Nh) iter error UB LB error UB LB error UB LB
1 (9.3×103) 2 1.0×10−3 1.01 1.00−1 3.5×10−3 1.29 1.09−1 3.3×10−3 1.32 1.10−1
4 9.1×10−5 1.02 1.00−1 3.3×10−3 1.07 1.03−1 1.07 1.03−1
2 (3.8×104) 4 6.1×10−4 1.01 1.00−1 6.2×10−4 1.20 1.02−1 1.1×10−4 3.81 —
8 3.2×10−6 1.01 1.00−1 1.1×10−4 1.04 1.01−1 1.04 1.01−1
3 (8.5×104) 7 1.1×10−3 1.00 1.00−1 1.1×10−3 1.04 1.00−1 2.9×10−6 1.00×102 —
14 2.2×10−5 1.02 1.00−1 2.2×10−5 1.22 1.01−1 5.41 —
21 4.8×10−8 1.01 1.00−1 2.9×10−6 1.02 1.11−1 1.02 1.11−1
4 (1.5×105) 7 1.1×10−3 1.00 1.00−1 1.1×10−3 1.06 1.00−1 6.3×10−8 5.82×103 —
14 4.9×10−5 1.01 1.00−1 4.9×10−5 1.11 1.00−1 3.81×102 —
21 2.0×10−7 1.01 1.00−1 2.1×10−7 1.28 1.05−1 2.81 —
28 1.9×10−10 1.01 1.00−1 6.3×10−8 1.01 1.15−1 1.01 1.15−1
Table 6: Peak problem, PCG iterations: effectivity of the upper (UB) and lower (LB) error bounds
MG algebraic eff. index total eff. index discretization eff. index
p (Nh) iter error UB LB error UB LB error UB LB
1 (2.5×104) 1 1.4 1.14 1.03−1 1.4 1.61 1.03−1 2.2×10−2 8.31×101 —
2 6.7×10−2 1.14 1.04−1 7.0×10−2 1.61 1.10−1 4.22 —
3 4.3×10−3 1.16 1.07−1 2.3×10−2 1.37 1.16−1 1.38 1.17−1
4 4.1×10−4 1.17 1.09−1 2.2×10−2 1.22 1.13−1 1.22 1.13−1
2 (1.0×105) 1 2.6 1.19 1.01−1 2.6 1.78 1.01−1 8.9×10−3 4.31×102 —
2 8.9×10−2 1.19 1.01−1 8.9×10−2 1.79 1.01−1 1.49×101 —
3 2.2×10−3 1.18 1.01−1 9.2×10−3 1.55 1.42−1 1.58 1.50−1
4 8.6×10−5 1.19 1.02−1 8.9×10−3 1.32 1.29−1 1.32 1.29−1
3 (2.3×105) 1 2.4 1.19 1.00−1 2.4 1.72 1.00−1 5.3×10−3 6.29×102 —
2 1.1×10−1 1.20 1.00−1 1.1×10−1 1.76 1.00−1 2.92×101 —
3 3.6×10−3 1.18 1.00−1 6.4×10−3 1.89 1.47−1 2.19 6.44−1
4 1.8×10−4 1.17 1.01−1 5.3×10−3 1.48 1.42−1 1.48 1.42−1
4 (4.0×105) 1 2.6 1.18 1.00−1 2.6 1.68 1.00−1 3.8×10−3 9.43×102 —
2 1.3×10−1 1.18 1.00−1 1.3×10−1 1.71 1.00−1 4.93×101 —
3 6.0×10−3 1.16 1.00−1 7.1×10−3 1.87 1.18−1 3.13 —
4 3.5×10−4 1.13 1.00−1 3.8×10−3 1.57 1.66−1 1.57 1.67−1
Table 7: L-shape problem, multigrid V-cycles: effectivity of the upper (UB) and lower (LB) error bounds
(cf. [68]), see in particular Figures 11–12, where the discretization error is concentrated in the re-entrant
corner, whereas the algebraic error is increased in other parts of the domain Ω. Especially in such situations,
the local stopping criteria (7.11) and (7.13b) may be very much relevant not to let the total error be locally
dominated by the algebraic one, even if the globally measured algebraic error is small, see the discussion
in [68, 69].
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algebraic eff. index total eff. index discretization eff. index
p (Nh) error UB LB error UB LB error UB LB
1 (2.5×104) 4.4×10−4 1.11 1.01−1 2.2×10−2 1.22 1.13−1 2.2×10−2 1.22 1.13−1
2 (1.0×105) 8.0×10−5 1.12 1.01−1 8.9×10−3 1.32 1.28−1 8.9×10−3 1.32 1.28−1
3 (2.3×105) 5.5×10−5 1.09 1.00−1 5.3×10−3 1.45 1.42−1 5.3×10−3 1.45 1.42−1
4 (4.0×105) 7.2×10−5 1.08 1.00−1 3.8×10−3 1.49 1.62−1 3.8×10−3 1.49 1.62−1
Table 8: L-shape problem, one full multigrid cycle: effectivity of the upper (UB) and lower (LB) error
bounds
PCG algebraic eff. index total eff. index discretization eff. index
p (Nh) iter error UB LB error UB LB error UB LB
1 (2.5×104) 4 8.9×10−2 1.02 1.00−1 9.1×10−2 1.26 1.03−1 2.2×10−2 3.35 —
8 3.8×10−4 1.01 1.00−1 2.2×10−2 1.22 1.12−1 1.22 1.12−1
2 (1.0×105) 4 6.2×10−1 1.01 1.00−1 6.2×10−1 1.07 1.00−1 8.9×10−3 2.61×101 —
8 6.0×10−3 1.01 1.00−1 1.1×10−2 1.65 1.58−1 1.88 2.86−1
12 1.9×10−4 1.01 1.00−1 8.9×10−3 1.33 1.28−1 1.33 1.28−1
3 (2.3×105) 7 1.0 1.00 1.00−1 1.0 1.05 1.00−1 5.3×10−3 6.29×101 —
14 3.1×10−2 1.01 1.00−1 3.1×10−2 1.24 1.01−1 4.48 —
21 1.7×10−3 1.00 1.00−1 5.6×10−3 1.68 1.48−1 1.74 1.59−1
28 9.6×10−5 1.00 1.00−1 5.3×10−3 1.46 1.41−1 1.46 1.41−1
4 (4.0×105) 7 1.2 1.01 1.00−1 1.2 1.08 1.00−1 3.8×10−3 1.30×102 —
14 5.0×10−2 1.01 1.00−1 5.1×10−2 1.14 1.00−1 7.34 —
21 3.4×10−3 1.00 1.00−1 5.0×10−3 1.77 1.50−1 2.19 —
28 1.8×10−4 1.01 1.00−1 3.8×10−3 1.52 1.60−1 1.52 1.60−1
Table 9: L-shape problem, PCG iterations: effectivity of the upper (UB) and lower (LB) error bounds





Discretization and algebraic errors and their bounds
both stop. criteria (7.9) and (7.13a)
satisfied at iteration 4







Discretization and algebraic errors and their bounds
stop. crit. (7.13a)
satisfied at iteration 10
safe stop. crit. (7.9)
satisfied at iteration 11
Figure 5: L-shape problem, p = 2: discretization and algebraic errors and their upper (UB) and lower (LB)
bounds for multigrid V-cycles (left) and PCG (right)
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Figure 6: L-shape problem, p = 2: total errors and their upper (UB) and lower (LB) bounds for multigrid
V-cycles (left) and PCG (right)
Figure 7: Sinus problem, p = 2: elementwise distribution of the total energy error ‖∇(u− uh)‖K (left) and
the of local error indicators ηK (right) after one full multigrid cycle
Figure 8: Sinus problem, p = 2: elementwise distribution of the algebraic energy error ‖∇(uexh − uh)‖K
(left) and of the local error indicators ηalg,K (right) after one full multigrid cycle
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Figure 9: Peak problem, p = 1: elementwise distribution of the total energy error ‖∇(u− uh)‖K (left) and
of the local error indicators ηK (right) after 2 iterations of the multigrid V-cycle

















Figure 10: Peak problem, p = 1: elementwise distribution of the algebraic energy error ‖∇(uexh − uh)‖K
(left) and of the local error indicators ηalg,K (right) after 2 iterations of the multigrid V-cycle
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Figure 11: L-shape problem, p = 3: elementwise distribution of the total energy error ‖∇(u− uh)‖K (left)
and of the local error indicators ηK (right) after 28 PCG iterations. We plot in both figures the part
[−0.1, 0.1]× [−0.1, 0.1] of the discretization domain Ω
Figure 12: L-shape problem, p = 3: elementwise distribution of the algebraic energy error ‖∇(uexh − uh)‖K
(left) and of the local error indicators ηalg,K (right) after 28 PCG iterations
10 Conclusion
In the present contribution, we have proposed H(div) and H1 liftings of given piecewise polynomials over a
hierarchy of simplicial meshes, based on a global solve on the coarsest mesh and on local solves on patches
of mesh elements around vertices on subsequent mesh levels. In connection with approaches lifting the
total residual, two important application arise. First, we were able to design a posteriori error estimators
that enable to monitor both the algebraic and the total errors (and consequently also the discretization
one) in each iteration of an arbitrary algebraic solver for finite element discretizations of the model Poisson
problem. Excellent effectivity indices in numerical experiments are observed, including cases where some
classical estimators fail. Second, the H(div,Ω)-liftings allow to recover mass balance for any problem, any
numerical discretization, and any situation.
Several new perspectives are opened by the presented developments. First, our unknown-constant-
free approach can significantly reduce the overall cost of iterative solutions of large algebraic systems.
Even though a non-negligible effort is spent on the evaluation of the estimators, no (unknown) “safety
multiplicative factor” is necessary to ensure reaching the given precision and typically many additional
iteration steps and mesh refinements can be saved. Second, as the liftings/reconstructions are independent
of both the numerical scheme and the algebraic solver, they open the way for a rigorous “fault control”.
Note that it is namely immediate to check, for the constructed fields σh,alg and σh,dis, whether the crucial
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property (4.15b) is satisfied exactly/compute the misfit in it. Then even rounding errors and numerical
stability issues connected with the computation of the approximate solution uh can be addressed: indeed,
except for the coarse solve, computing the estimators only involves elementwise evaluations of norms of
polynomials, whose exactness or confidence interval inclusion can be ensured. In a more distant future, the
developed methodology prones for development of integrated solvers with all adaptive algebraic operations
like multigrid restriction, prolongation, cycling, and relaxation; with justified stopping criteria; and coupling
with adaptive hp refinement on the discretization side (here some first results are presented in [36]).
The derivation of the present estimates allows for several simplifications. In particular, it is possible to
avoid the solutions of the local (high-order) patchwise problems, while still maintaining all the theoretical
results of Sec. 7; this is addressed in [70]. Further simplifications entirely avoiding the liftings/reconstructions
and leading in particular to fully algebraic version of the estimates on the algebraic error are likewise possible.
They typically introduce various (known) multiplicative constants and decrease the precision of the estimates
(sometimes even the guaranteed character is lost), but they bring further radical cuts in the cost of the
evaluation of the estimates. Moreover, such estimates are in the form analogous to the estimators based on
the stable splittings, which opens door to study their mutual relationships. These developments, which are
out of scope of the present manuscript, will be described in detail in a forthcoming contribution.
A Proof of efficiency of the upper algebraic estimate
We show here the efficiency of the upper algebraic estimate ηalg = ‖σh,alg‖ as stated in Theorem 7.4. Recall
that σh,alg is constructed following Definition 4.3 with A = I for rh ∈ Pph given elementwise by (6.7).
Proof of Theorem 7.4. The proof proceeds in six steps.
Step 1. It follows immediately from the definition (4.10) of σh,alg by summing up the local contributions
σaj,alg and from the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, since any simplex has (d+ 1) vertices, that






Step 2. We prove that








j (Id−Πpj−1)(rhψaj−1)‖ωaj−1 , 1 < j ≤ J, (A.2b)
where hωaj−1 is the diameter of the patch ω
a
j−1 and the (computable) constants CbPF and Ceq are identified
below.
For a fixed 1 ≤ j ≤ J and a ∈ Vj−1 and A = I, take in (4.7) or in (4.11) the test functions vj = σaj,alg
and qj = γ
a







j−1 −∇ρ0,alg·∇ψaj−1), γaj )ωaj−1 . (A.3)
We will next use the postprocessing by Arnold and Brezzi [9] and Arbogast and Chen [6] of γaj ∈ Ppj (ωaj−1),
a piecewise polynomial of degree p on the mesh Tj of the patch subdomain ωaj−1, to a higher-order piecewise
polynomial γ̃aj on the mesh Tj of the patch subdomain ωaj−1 such that
ΠPp(K)γ̃
a
j |K = γaj |K ∀K ∈ Tj ⊂ ωaj−1,
ΠRTNp(K)(−∇γ̃aj )|K = σaj,alg|K ∀K ∈ Tj ⊂ ωaj−1,
where RTNp(K) := [Pp(K)]d + Pp(K)x is the Raviart–Thomas–Nédélec space on the element K. Then
equations (4.7a) and (4.11a) imply that the jumps of γ̃aj |K over the interior and Dirichlet boundary faces
are orthogonal to face polynomials of degree p, see [9, Section 2] and [6, Section 2]. Note also that γ̃aj is of
mean value zero on ωaj−1 for interior vertices and it vanishes in mean on ∂ω
a
j−1 ∩ ∂Ω for boundary vertices.
Then the broken Poincaré–Friedrichs inequality (see Brenner [23] or Vohraĺık [83]) gives
‖γ̃aj ‖ωaj−1 ≤ hωaj−1CbPF‖∇γ̃
a
j ‖ωaj−1 , (A.4)
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where the constant CbPF only depends on the shape regularity κT of the mesh Tj and the space dimension
d; its computable upper bound (for interior vertices a ∈ Vj−1) is given in [83, Theorem 8.1]. We will also
use the norm equivalence result of [84, Lemma 5.4]
‖∇γ̃aj ‖ωaj−1 ≤ Ceq‖σ
a
j,alg‖ωaj−1 , (A.5)
where the constant Ceq only depends on the shape regularity κT of Tj , the space dimension d, and the
polynomial degree p; Ceq = 1 for p = 0, and its computable upper bound for p ≥ 1 can be obtained
as in [44, Section 3.3]. The Cauchy–Schwarz inequality in (A.3) with a subsequent application of (A.4)
and (A.5) leads to (A.2).
Step 3. For any finest mesh element K ∈ Th = TJ , let ωK := ∪a∈Vh,a⊂∂K ωah denote the domain of all
elements sharing a node with K. We prove that
hK‖rh‖K ≤ C‖∇(uexh − uh)‖ωK ∀K ∈ Th, (A.6)
where the constant C only depends on the shape regularity κT of the mesh Th, on the polynomial degree p,
and on the space dimension d.
For this purpose, consider a fixed K ∈ Th and let the set I(K) contain the indices l of all Lagrange basis
functions ψlh of the space V
p






h |K , (A.7a)




, l ∈ I(K), (A.7c)
(GK)lm := (ψmh , ψlh)K , l,m ∈ I(K), (A.7d)
‖rh‖2K = ΦtKGKΦK = RtKG−1K RK . (A.7e)
Here GK is the usual mass matrix of finite elements on the single simplex K, and the vector RK represents
the right-hand sides in (6.7), regrouping the contributions of the finest-level algebraic residual vector Rh to
the element K. Note that ωK corresponds to the union of the supports of the basis functions ψ
m
h , m ∈ I(K).
Let us introduce the extension r̃h and the scaled extension r̂h of rh|K to the element patch ωK by






















(ΦK)m(∇(uexh − uh),∇ψmh )ωK
|K|
|suppψmh |
= (∇(uexh − uh),∇r̂h)ωK ≤ ‖∇(uexh − uh)‖ωK‖∇r̂h‖ωK ≤ Ch−1K ‖∇(uexh − uh)‖ωK‖r̂h‖ωK ,
where we have also employed the Cauchy–Schwarz and inverse inequalities; here C is a generic constant
only depending on the shape regularity κT of Th, p, and d. Let GωK be the mass matrix of finite elements
on the patch ωK , in extension of (A.7d),
(GωK )lm := (ψmh , ψlh)ωK , l,m ∈ I(K),
and let (NωK )ll := |K|/|suppψlh| be the diagonal matrix with the scalings |K|/|suppψlh|. Then, by a basis
change via the matrix NωK and by comparison of the patch mass matrix GωK to the element mass matrix
GK , we have
‖r̂h‖2ωK = ΦtKNωKGωKNωK ΦK ≤ C1ΦtKGωK ΦK = C1‖r̃h‖2ωK ≤ C2ΦtKGKΦK = C2‖rh‖2K ,
with constants C1, C2 depending κT , p, and d. Thus (A.6) follows.












≤ C‖∇(uexh − uh)‖2, (A.9)
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where the constant C only depends on the shape regularity κT and refinement strength ιT of the mesh
hierarchy {Tj}0≤j≤J , on the polynomial degree p, on the space dimension d, and on the number of mesh
levels J .


















≤ C‖∇(uexh − uh)‖2,
(A.10)
where C again only depends on κT , ιT , p, d, and J ; indeed, for the term h2ωa0 ‖rh‖
2
ωa0
we proceed as above










‖∇ρ0,alg‖2ωa0 = (d+ 1)‖∇ρ0,alg‖
2 = (d+ 1)(∇(uexh − uh),∇ρ0,alg) ≤ (d+ 1)‖∇(uexh − uh)‖2 (A.11)
from (4.4) and (6.8).
Step 6. Combining (A.1) with (A.9) and (A.11) leads to the assertion.
B Proofs of global and local efficiencies of the upper total esti-
mate









h ) := {v ∈ H1(ωah ); v = 0 on ∂ωah ∩ ∂Ω}, a ∈ Vexth . (B.1b)
Standard scaling arguments and the Poincaré–Friedrichs inequality yield





where the constant Ccont,PF only depends on the shape regularity κT of the mesh Th, see, e.g., [28, Theo-
rem 3.1], [18, Sec. 3], or [44, proof of Lemma 3.12]. A crucial result that we rely on is the stability of the
mixed finite element problem (4.14) in the sense that
‖ψah∇uh + σah,dis‖ωah ≤ Cst sup
v∈H1∗(ωah ), ‖∇v‖ωah =1
{





for (f − rh)ψah ∈ Pp
′
h and A = I. This result has been proven, in two space dimensions, in Braess et al. [18,
Theorem 7], and extension to three space dimensions is given in [45, Corollaries 3.3 and 3.6]. Importantly,
the constant Cst > 0 only depends on the shape regularity κT of the mesh Th; a computable upper bound
on Cst is given in [44, Corollary 3.16 and Lemma 3.23].
We start with local efficiency:
Proof of Theorem 7.7, including Remarks 7.9 and 7.10. Let element K ∈ Th be fixed. Definition η̃dis,K =
‖∇uh + σh,dis‖K , Definition 4.5 of σh,dis, the partition of unity on the simplex K by the hat functions ψah
associated with its vertices, and the triangle inequality yield










‖ψah∇uh + σah,dis‖ωah . (B.4)
Now, for any vertex a of the simplex K, using the assumptions on the polynomial degree p′ = p+ 1, on the
datum f ∈ Pph, and crucially the stability bound (B.3),
‖ψah∇uh + σah,dis‖ωah ≤ Cst sup
v∈H1∗(ωah ), ‖∇v‖ωah =1
(





Here we have also employed the weak formulation (6.2), the divergence property∇·σh,alg = rh of Lemma 4.4,
and the Green theorem, since σh,alg ∈ H(div, ωah ) and (ψahv) ∈ H10 (ωah ). Thus, the Cauchy–Schwarz and
triangle inequalities together with (B.2) give
‖ψah∇uh + σah,dis‖ωah ≤ CstCcont,PF
(




The stopping criterion (7.11) and the bound ‖∇ρah,tot‖ωah ≤ Ccont,PF‖∇(u− uh)‖ωah which immediately






‖∇(u− uh)‖ωah ≤ γK‖∇(u− uh)‖ωah . (B.6)
Consequently, (B.5) gives
‖ψah∇uh + σah,dis‖ωah ≤ (1 + γK)CstCcont,PF‖∇(u− uh)‖ωah ,
and the claim follows from (B.4), ‖σh,alg‖K ≤ ‖σh,alg‖ωah , (B.6), and the fact that Cst ≥ 1, Ccont,PF ≥ 1.
Let us also consider the local stopping criterion (7.13b) of Remark 7.9. Since, by assumption, we have
ηosc = 0, (7.13b) implies






ηalg,ωah ≤ (d+ 1)γK η̃dis,K ,
since any simplex has (d+ 1) vertices. Using (B.4), (B.5), and the above inequalities, we infer
(1 + γK)η̃dis,K ≤ (1 + γK)CstCcont,PF
( ∑
a∈Vh,a⊂∂K
‖∇(u− uh)‖ωah + (d+ 1)γK η̃dis,K
)
.
Consequently, the requirement on γK (7.14b) yields




and we conclude (7.12) by (B.7).
Finally, for the sake of completeness, consider Remark 7.10 where σh,dis of Definition 4.5 is constructed
with the smaller polynomial degree p′ = p. If f ∈ Pp−1h , then fψah ∈ P
p
h, but a trouble arises from the fact
that rhψ
a
h 6∈ Pph. Then, in (B.3), there appears the term
sup




Let v ∈ H1∗ (ωah ) with ‖∇v‖ωah = 1 be fixed. Then
(Πph(ψ
a






hrh‖ωahhωah‖∇v‖ωah ≤ C‖∇·σh,alg‖ωahhωah ≤ C‖σh,alg‖ωah ,
where the constant C arises from a Poincaré inequality on ωah but also from an inverse inequality, so that
it depends on the polynomial degree p. Now (B.6) can be applied and the proof follows.
Global efficiency is then shown as follows:
Proof of Theorem 7.6, including Remarks 7.9 and 7.10. The proof follows that of Theorem 7.7. The overlap
in the construction of σh,dis by σ
a
h,dis leads to
‖∇uh + σh,dis‖2 ≤ (d+ 1)
∑
a∈Vh
‖ψah∇uh + σah,dis‖2ωah ,
whence (B.5) results in








η̃dis = ‖∇uh + σh,dis‖ ≤ (d+ 1)CstCcont,PF(‖∇(u− uh)‖+ ‖σh,alg‖). (B.8)
It is immediate, see the discussion in [69, Sec. 6.3], that the safe criterion (7.9) is equivalent to ηalg ≤
γ/(1 + γ2)
1
2 η with η the guaranteed total error lower bound of Theorem 7.2. Thus, using (7.5b),





‖∇(u− uh)‖ ≤ γ‖∇(u− uh)‖, (B.9)
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and, in combination with (B.8),
η̃dis = ‖∇uh + σh,dis‖ ≤ (1 + γ)(d+ 1)CstCcont,PF‖∇(u− uh)‖,
so that the assertion follows by (B.9).
For the case of Remark 7.9, using the global stopping criterion (7.13a), ηosc = 0, and (B.8),
η̃dis + ηalg ≤ (1 + γ)η̃dis ≤ (1 + γ)(d+ 1)CstCcont,PF(‖∇(u− uh)‖+ γη̃dis),
and finally (7.14a) leads to
(1 + γ)η̃dis ≤ 2(1 + γ)(d+ 1)CstCcont,PF‖∇(u− uh)‖
and consequently to the assertion.
Finally, p′ = p of Remark 7.10 can be treated as in the proof of Theorem 7.7.
C Recovering mass balance in a two-phase porous media flow
As we have announced in the introduction, the tools that we develop in Section 4 for the purpose of
a posteriori error estimation can actually serve to recover mass balance in any situation. We illustrate this
here on the example of finite volume discretizations of immiscible incompressible two-phase flow in porous
media.
C.1 Immiscible incompressible two-phase flow in porous media
Let an open bounded polygonal domain Ω ⊂ Rd and a time interval (0, T ), T > 0, be given. We consider
in this appendix an immiscible incompressible two-phase flow in porous media [30, 40, 86] in the form: find







= qα α ∈ {n,w}, (C.1a)
sn + sw = 1, (C.1b)
pn − pw = pc(sw). (C.1c)
Here the porosity φ, the phase viscosities µα, the phase densities ρα, and the gravity field g are for simplicity
constants, whereas the permeability tensor K and the phase sources qα, α ∈ {n,w}, are piecewise constant
with respect to both spatial and temporal meshes; moreover, kr,α, α ∈ {n,w}, and pc are given nonlinear
functions R → R. Define the phase mobilities λr,α(sw) := kr,α(sw)/µα, α ∈ {n,w}. Keeping pw and sw as
unknowns while expressing sn as a function of sw from (C.1b) and pn as a function of pw and sw from (C.1c),








λr,n(sw)K(∇(pw + pc(sw)) + ρng)
)
= qn. (C.2b)
C.2 Fully implicit discretizations
Consider a fully implicit cell-centered finite volume discretization of the immiscible incompressible two-phase
flow (C.1). After a spatial and temporal discretization, problem (C.1), or, equivalently, (C.2), leads on each
time step n to a system of nonlinear algebraic equations of the form, cf. [56] or [86, Section 4.1] and the



















A system of linear algebraic equations is then obtained on each linearization step k: find vectors Sn,kw and


















The point is now that even though cell-centered finite volumes are a locally conservative method, local
conservation is not present unless (C.3) or at least (C.4) are solved exactly. This is hardly achievable in
practice, where instead inexact solutions are employed. On each step i of an arbitrary iterative linear solver
























where Rn,k,iw and R
n,k,i
n are known algebraic residual vectors that can immediately be associated with
piecewise constant functions rn,k,ih,w , r
n,k,i
h,n in the present setting.
Applying Concept 4.1, with the lowest polynomial degree p = 0, one obtains Raviart–Thomas–Nédélec
vector-valued fields σn,k,ih,alg,w and σ
n,k,i








h,n . In the present
finite volume setting, we do not need to employ Concept 4.2 and merely combine σn,k,ih,alg,w,σ
n,k,i
h,alg,n with
the finite volume fluxes directly available from (C.5) to obtain lowest-order Raviart–Thomas–Nédélec total









α α ∈ {n,w} (C.6)
is satisfied pointwise; indeed the availability of σn,k,ih,alg,w and σ
n,k,i







h,n is the only condition in [86], see equation (4.7) therein, to obtain (C.6), see [86, equa-
tion (4.8)]. This is a discrete version of (C.1a) on each temporal step n, each mesh Th, each linearization
step k, and each algebraic solver step i, and it fully remedies on the local mass conservation issue of (C.5).
Fig. 13 illustrates this for the example of [86, Section 6.1].
Remark C.1 (General meshes and reconstruction of the face fluxes only). We would like to stress that
Concept 4.1 is not limited to simplicial meshes and can be in the same way used on meshes composed of
rectangular parallelepipeds. If one is only interested in the finite volume face fluxes, then, instead of step 2c
in Concept 4.1, the same finite volume solver as that used for the discretization (C.3) can be employed for
the local problems. This only yields the face fluxes corresponding to the algebraic residual H(div,Ω)-liftings
σn,k,ih,alg,w and σ
n,k,i
h,alg,n; consequently, one only obtains an integral balance in each cell instead of the pointwise
expression (C.6). More generally, any locally conservative solver applicable to the given mesh (possibly
composed of general polytopes, cf. the recent surveys in Droniou et al. [41], Beirão da Veiga et al. [17],
Cangiani et al. [27], Cockburn et al. [32], and the references therein) can be used. Then, there is no need
to have at disposal an implementation of the Raviart–Thomas–Nédélec spaces, nor one has to construct
H(div,Ω)-conforming vector-valued piecewise polynomial fluxes.
C.3 Iterative coupling/implicit pressure–explicit saturation discretizations
Another popular approach to numerical discretizations of (C.2) consists in keeping (C.2a) and replac-
ing (C.2b) by the sum of (C.2a) and (C.2b), while using a fixed point (Picard) linearization around an
available discrete saturation sn,k−1w,h . One then arrives at the “iterative coupling” or possibly “implicit





w,h ) + λr,n(s
n,k−1








w,h ) + ρng − ρwg)
)
= qw + qn.
(C.7)
This is a steady linear elliptic problem for the single unknown pw on each time step n and iterative coupling
step k, with a given symmetric and positive definite diffusion tensor An,k−1 depending on sn,k−1w,h . In the
context of the vertex-centered spatial discretization, cf. [86, Section 5.1], where p = 1, this gives rise to the
system of linear algebraic equations (2.2) on each time step n and iterative coupling step k. Applying any
iterative solver to (2.2), we have
Pn,k−1wn Pn,k,iw = Dn,k−1wn −Rn,k,iwn (C.8)
on each step i, and any local mass conservation is lost. Fortunately, applying Concepts 4.1 and 4.2 (or
more generally their extensions of Remark C.1) again enables to restore full local mass balance on each step








































Figure 13: Recovering mass balance on each step (C.5) of a combined tempo-
ral/spatial/linearization/algebraic algorithm for numerical approximation of (C.1). Data and setting
of [86, Section 6.1], 45 × 45 uniform mesh, time step 260 (time 2.6 · 106s), first Newton linearization,
iteration 195 of GMRes solver with diagonal preconditioning, adaptive stopping criterion [86, (4.13a)] with
γalg = 0.001. Original mass balance misfit in each computational cell in m
2s−1 (left), corrected mass

















Figure 14: Recovering mass balance on each step (C.8) of a combined tempo-
ral/spatial/linearization/algebraic algorithm for numerical approximation of (C.1). Data and setting
of [86, Section 6.2], 45 × 45 uniform mesh, time step 260 (time 2.6 · 106s), first iterative coupling lin-
earization, iteration 171 of the conjugate gradient solver with diagonal preconditioning, adaptive stopping
criterion [86, (4.13a)] with γalg = 0.001. Original mass balance misfit in each computational cell in m
2s−1
(left), corrected mass balance misfit in m2s−1 (right). Please note the difference in the scales.
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